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1 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this Report is to give to our colleagues abroad 
as well as at home an account of the activities of the Nuclear 
Research Institute in ftež in the last two years, i.e. 1989 and 
1990. 

These two years were crucial ones in the history o r our 
country and consequently also for our Institute. The wave of 
political disquiet culminated in November 1989 in revolutionary 
changes of the political character of our republic, starting the 
rapid democratic transformation of the whole society. This 
development results in esublishing quite a new political 
scene and introducing new economic rules. The most important 
step towards democratic Europe and the market economy 
has been accomplished. 

The life in our Institute reflected all features of the political 
and economic movements in our society. The justified criticism 
of the old management of the Institute led to a number of 
substancial changes in the mechanism of its operation and in its 
internal organization as well as in personnel changes in the 
leading positions. Similar changes occurred in the Czechoslo
vak Atomic Energy Commission to which our Institute is 
still subordinated. 

After the establishment of new, democratically-elected 
trade union organization, the Scientific council as a body 
responsible for scientific policy was elected. Both these orga
nizations were playing a significant rule in the appointment of 
new divisional managers on the basis of competition , in the 
process of trying elimination the bureaucracy and establishing 
a different kind of relationship with the state authorities. In 
September 1990 a new director of the Institute was appointed. 

Because of the rapidly changing situation in recent times we 
decided to review our results in a biennial report. The main 
character or our research remained with minor adjustments 
unchanged. Great emphasis was put on the problems of the 
safety of Czechoslovak nucleat power plants which have 
been approached from various points of view in the divisions 
of nuclear power and safety, of nuclear reactor physics and 

nuclear reactor materials. Another imporuMt part of our re
search activity was in the area of radioactive wastes, their 
soiidificatioii and storage, carried out in the nuclear chemistry 
division. Beside the activities connected with the nuclear 
power plants, the research of new radnptanBaceatkals and 
their production and die use of ionizing radiation in various 
technological processes play an increasing role. A great interest 
has been devoted to analytical chemistry, partly directed to the 
safeguards analyses for I AiJ. A in Vienna and partly on the other 
needs, including radioactivatioa analysis for environmental 
purposes. 

A new direction in our research is the use of previously 
developed methods for nonnuclear purposes, e.g. the use of 
sophisticated chemical processes w^h fluorine for purification 
of Pi and Pb catalysts or the use of vitrification technology for 
chemically toxic wastes. 

A significant success has been achieved by putting the 
experimental reactor into operation after its general 
reconstruction. It is now used for the preparation of radionuclides 
and for irradiation service. 

In addition other experimental and prodjetion facilities 
are mentioned in this Report. 

Another important aim of our activities was to renew our 
contacts with similar institutions in Europe. This tendency still 
remains and we intend to enter into the closest cooperations 
with our colleagues abroad on the basis of mutually profitable 
relations. To make 'his collaboration easier, we have started 
editing of the Institute journal NUCLEON in a new style and 
started other publications informing about our scientific acti
vities. 

I hope that this Biennial Report 89-90, will elucidate our 
results and our intentions to all our colleagues both in this 
country and abroad and will enable us to find our position on the 
world scientific scene more easily and more effectively. 

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Jiří Teplý 
director 
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2 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

V. Veselý 

Organization of the Institute scientific divisions, technical services department, economy 
The basic organization scheme of the Institute is shown in department and managerial departments are subordinated. Most 

Fig. 1. The Institute was led by the director to whom four 4:entific divisions are divided into specialized departments. 

Director 

Nuclear power and 
Safety 

Sections: 

Fluid dynamics and 
heio transfer 

Nuclear safety 

Diagnostics 

Irradiation 
experiments 

Reactor technics 

Research reacf ir 
laboratory 

Computing center 

Scieatifk Council 

Economy Dept. 

_ Managerial Depts. 

Divisions 

Reactor materials 

Sections: 

Fuel elements 

Structural properties 

Active laboratories 

Mechanical properties 

Standardization 

Radiochemical 
Technology 

Sections: 

Fluoride technology 

Decontamination and 
waste treatment 

Radioactive wastes 

Radiation chemistry 

Nuclear physics 

Sections: 

Theoretical reactor 
physics 

Experimental reactor 
physics 

Reactor dynamics 

Operation of reactor 
LRO 

Technical Servkes 
Dept. 

Sections: 

Design and production 

Technical services 

Semiconductor 
detectors 

Radionuclides 

Central Control 
Laboratory 

Activation analysis 

Fig. 1. Basi'- organization scheme of the NRI 
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1989 
Total 213,1 

1990 
Total 227,2 

A (82 8) 

В (90 8) С (39 5) В (108 8) 

A (79 7) 

- С (35.7) 

Fig. 2. Structure of financial resources, millions of Kčs 
A - State budget. В - Research contracts. С - Production and serviet activities 

1989 
Total 203,8 

1990 
Total 221,9 

В (56) 
A (46) 

D(7 9) 

В (49 2) 

С (98.1 

A (48) 

D (26 6) 

С (93.9) 

Fig. 3. Structure f costs, million' of Kčs 
Л - Personal costs. В - Material and operational costs. С - External cooperation. I) - Equipments 
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Financing 
The structure of Financial resources for the vears 1989 and 

1990 are shown in Fig. 2. The main sources ol нкччпеч were 
gained from the results of research work (81.5%. 84.1 '.i) on the 
basis of either contracts (52.3%. 57.7%) or support from the state 
budget (47.7%. 42.3%). About 18.5% (15.9% in 1990) of mco 
mes were obtained from production and service activities. 

The structure of costs in the years 1989 and 1990 is shown 
in Fig. 3. Personal costs represent about 21% of the total costs, 
the material and operational costs about 22%. Relatively high 
portion of the costs (about 44%) was directed to the external 

cooperation with other Czechoslovak institutes. The increase in 
the costs given for equipments in 1990 (comparing with 1989) 
is connected with the aim to modernize the experimental base of 
the Institute. 

Staff of the Institute 
Qualification of the Institute staff is shown in Fig. 4 for the 

years 1989 and 1990. About 10% of the staff are scientists with 
a! least PhD degree, the ether research workers (about 45%) are 
n.amly graduates of either technical universities or technical 
secondary schools. 

Number of employees 1989 Number of employees 1990 

Total 1041 Total 1003 

В (440) 

A (105) 

— Е(вв) 

С (300) 0(116) 

В (448) 

A (100) 

E(77) 

0(101) 
С (177) 

Fig. 4. Qualification of the NRI staff 
A - Scientists. В - Engineers. С - Workers. I) - Administrative, E - Services 
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REACTOR PHYSICS 

Research in reactor physics is dosely related to the NRI 
LR-0 reactor (the light-water zero power reactor), which was 
primarily designed and buih for an experimental veri
fication of neutron-physical characteristics of VVER-type 
reactor lattices. In last years die experimental and theoretical 
research has been aimed at in.proving reliability parameters of 
nuclear reactors. 

Among the practical problems studied we can mention 
especially the problem of spent fuel compact storaging utili
zation of burnable absorbers in fuel, space kinetics experiments 
on the LR-0 reactor and related reactor safety considerations. 

Problems of compact spent fuel storage arose at the moment 
when it became clear that the return transport of spent nuclear 
fuel to the USSR would be financially unbearable. We succee
ded to verify experimentally calculations of safe subcriticality 
of the designed compact spent fuel configurations. Attention 
was also devoted to the development and fabrication of boron 
steel for absorption hexagonal tubes. Utilization of the 

nuclear fuel containing ЬшпаЫг absorber is planned for the 
start-up of the 2nd unit of the Nudear Power Plant Temdin in 
1995. With diis aim an extensive theoretical and experimental 
research has been performed, results of which give answer to 
problems of optimum concentration of gadolinium in fuel 
elements, their influence and optimum arrangement in a fuel 
assembly and in the core as well. 

Theoretical research in the reactor physics is an integral part 
of experimental work. The reactor calculation system involves 
basic nuclear data, the pwgiain for nuclear data processing, 
nuclear data libraries, programs for micro-and macro-
calculations, the program for reactivity, reactivity coeffi
cients and three-dimensional power and bum-up distribution 
calculation, the program for three-dimensional short-time kine
tics calculation, etc. Program for an analysis of experimental 
data on the basis of calculation is an important part of the 
reactor calculation system. 
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3.1 

PREPARATION OF MULTIGROUP LIBRARIES 
AND MICROCALCULATIONS 

A. Holubář, К. Zákský 

The program FEDGROUP-R III is used to calculate 
multigroup cross sections by processing information from 
evaluated nuclear data files. Recently some more tests 
regarding precision and reliability of processing data in this 
program have been Deformed. Comparisons with the remits of 
ENDF/B Pre Processing Codes /2/ demonstrated good agree
ment within the declared precision of calculations. The pro
gram is used to prepare data for multigroup libraries in BNAB 
and WIMS schemes. 

The concept of application of gadolinium in VVERs fuel 
resulted recently in the demand for multigroup data for 
individual gadolinium isotopes. The program FEDGROUP-
R was used to счкд 'ite multigroup data for the WIMS 
library for all gadolinium isotopes, one se' based on ENDF/B-
IV. the other based on ENDF/B-VI. 

The program WTLIT /3/ has been prepared to include 
data calculated with FEDGROUP-R into an existing WIMS 
library and it givrs also possibility of performing a number of 
operations with the WIMS library or some of its parts. It is used 
to transform the WIMS library from its binary form into the 
formatted form and vice versa, data for some material can be 
extracted into a separate file and (afte~ editing the data) inclu
ded back into the library with another identification number, and 
soon. 

With the help of the program WILIT the multigroup 
crossections for gadolinium isotopes were included into the 
WIMS library which then was used in benchmark bum-up 
calculations. 

Benchmark bum-up calcuiatirnsof a cell and a supercell 
with a fuel pin with gadolinium in its centre/4/were performed 
in order to check the quality of newly included gadolinium 
data. Methods used in calculations and comparison of the 
results arc described in detail in /5/. It was concluded that 

1) Cross section data for gadolinium isotopes prepared for 
the WIMS library on the basis of ENDF/B IV and 
ENDF/B-VI give a possibility to describe the process of bum-
up in the presence of gadolinium in the fuel with its charac
teristic features, in particular establishing quasi equilibrium 
concentrations of Gd 155 and Gd IS7 at high bum-up. 

2) Any significant differences in tne results calculated 
with ENDF/B-IV and ENMDF/B-VI - based gadolinium data 
have not been observed. 

An example of the results is given in Fig. 1. Average 
concentrations of gadolinium isotopes in the central fuel pin of 
a supercell in dependence on bum-up arc presented. 

As far as calculations of benchmark and expe
rimental configurations of the reactors I 4-0 (NRI Re*) and 
ZR-6 (KFKI Budapest) are concerned, the spectral code 

MICROBE is sed for evaluation of mkroparatneters and 
effective four-group constants to be used in macrocalculations. 

G.CC 4 0 0 9 CO i 2 0 C 
BUfiNUP (GHO/П 

IS.OC 20.00 

Fig.!. Suprrcell. Average concentrations of gadolinium 
isotopes in the central fuel rod. 

ENDF/B IV gadolinium data 
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3.1 

MICROBE is a one-dimensional mul tigroup transport code 
designed for microparameter calculations of cells, supercells 
and assemblies. It uses libraries of multigroup constants that 
are prepared by the above-mentioned code FEDGROUP-R 
from the file ENDR/B-IV. AH calculations are performed in 
a cylindrical (annular) geometry. The space distributions of 
neutron flux density are calculated by the collision probability 
methods. 

MICROBE lias recently been used for calculations of 
benchmarks and experiments on ZR-6 and LR-0 with the 
gadolinium poisoned fuel pins. The comparison of its results 
with both experimental results and those of other codes showed 
that in mo«t cases the accuracy of calculated values of the 
multiplication factor are quite satisfactory. This is illustrated in 
Tab. 1 for the ZR-6 expenments with Gd203+Ah03 pins 
without fuel. The MICROBE results are compared with the 
results of the programs MICBURN-3 and MCU (Monte Carlo). 

The main improvement of the program MICROBE comple
ted in 1990 is implementation of the successive homogenization 
method. It means mat all pin cell types in an assembly are 
calculated and homogenized first. Then the absorber pins or 
'.vater holes are calculated by the method of supercell (central 
cell surrounded by a proper volume of homogenized fuel cells). 
In the end, the whole assembly is calculated using homogenized 
data for regions of fuel cells and mixtures of fuel cells with 
absorber or water hole cells. Both supercells and assemblies 
are calculated in the multigroup approximation and thus the 
spectral effects are properly evaluated. This method allows to 
obtain better effective cross sections for assembly irregularities: 
central hole cell, assembly walls and water gaps between 
assemblies. It is very in.portant e.g. for the calcualtion of 
efective constants for assembly envelopes made up from strong 
absorbers as used in the compac' spent-fuel storage. 

Kinf 

Keff 

pin type 

Cd20j w/o 

MICBURN-3 

MICROBE 

MCU 

MICROBE 

I 

0 

1.4183 

1.4243 

1.008 

1.0021 

J 

0.2 

1.3950 

1.3996 

1.000 

1.0046 

К 

1.0 

1.3745 

1.3758 

1.005 

0.9973 

L 

2.0 

1.3679 

1.3679 

1.007 

0.9950 

M 

5.0 

1.3604 

1.3598 

1.0C-3 

0.9980 

N 

7.5 

1.3571 

1.3566 

1.000 

0.9985 

Table 1 Kinf and Keff values for ZR-6 configurations 

Publications 

111 HOLUBÁŘ, A.: FEDGROUPR • A program for calculation of muhigroup cross sections on the basis of nuclear data 
libraries. Report UJV 9053-R, 1990 (in Czech). 

Ill CULLEN, D.E.: Summary of ENDF/B Pre-processing Codes, IAEA-NDS-39, Rev J, 1987. 
131 HOLUBÁŘ, A.: WILTT - A Utility Program for W1MS Library, Report ÚJV 8937-R, 1989. 
I4l Conrultants Report on Proposed Programme for the CRP on "Safe Core Management with Burnable Absorbers in 

WERs", Vienn, IAEA, 1988. 
/J/ HOLUBÁŘ, A.: Application ofnew gadolinium group cross sections in WIMS-D4 burn-up calculations. Report ÚJV9197-R, 

1990. 
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CORRECTION OF REACTOR EQUATIONS BASED 
ON MEASUREMENTS 

V. Lelek, M. Pecka, L. Vrba 

The problem of comparison between theory and expe
riment was formulated as a variational problem of minimizing 
differences betwi^n theory and experiments in which basic 
equations for neutron fluxes play the role of constraints. 
Coefficients in equations (or some parameters they depend 
on) are taken as \ariables with die help of which we can find 
the minimum. There are two classes of this problem. Stationary 
processes - leading to the eigenvalue problems and time-de
pendent nonlinear equation with burn-up and feedback. 

Both problems were solved (1-4) by two mathematical 
methods: generalized Lagrange multipliers and direct calcu
lation of flux derivatives. For both approaches methods were 
developed for the solution of equations for these new 
functions (Lagrange multipliers or derivatives) which are of the 
same type as fluxes and to Find (hem needs approximately the 
same efforts on computers as for fluxes calculations. 

From the measurements on the critical assemblies ZR-6 
and LR-0 data bases were composed and the diffusion program 
SVATOPLUK (1) enableu us to work with these data bases and 
to And the minimum of deviation of theory and experiment. 

Quantities of special attention are diffusion coefficients. 
Using them for minimization it is possible to reach the best 
results. 

Colour pictures I and II show thermal fluxes and 
power distribution for an experiment simulating VVER-440 
core. Colour pictures III and IV sho.»initial differences be
tween theory and experiment and the result after approx:mately 
8 iterations in diffusion coefficients of water and fuel 
elements. This is a typical situation: after correcting the equa
tions we come lo an error of about 1% in local power distri
butions 

Table 1 demonstrates the simultaneous minimi, .ition of a 
series of experiments. Methrds were developed ho» to transfer 
these results from critical assemblies to power reaci >rs which 
enables us. for example, to correct libraries of cell parameters 
for states with high temperature, burn-up, etc. 

Since we are able to calculate accuracy of our parameters 
and their correlation matrix we can find accuracy of the very 
important local flux calculation. 

The above-mentioned algorithm for corrections of coeffi
cients on the basis of measurements for equations with 
burn-up, power feedback and temperature one, was used for the 
correction of some coefficients in the computing codeBIPR-6. 
The modified version of this code CRIT (BIPR-6)-CS (4) 
was created. The parameters which are looked for are the 
coefficients of approxiinaiions which reflect dependence on 

the reactor state (bum-up, power, etc.) in the equations descri
bing the reactor. 

In the present version of the code the algorithm of a 
correction based on the method of generalized Lagrange 
multipliers foi reactor on power is used. For the time being, it 
is possible to perform the correction according to measurements 
of thermocouples or according to relative powers in assemblies, 
which are obtained by a reconstruction of power distribution 
from measurement ol self-powered detectors. 

The work of the code was tested by calculations of the 
VVER-440 reactor on the basis of mean relative power in 
assemblies according to thermocouple measurements from the 
1st, 2nd and 3rd fuel cycle of the 4.h unit of the Jaslovské 
Bohunice NPP. 

The influence of the local boundary coefficient correction 
(on the experimental data from the beginning of the 1st fuel 
cycle) is demonstrated in Tab. 2. These coefficients correct 
local values of boundary conditions on a single abscissa of 
the interface core - radial reflector. Their correction led to a 
decrease of relative errors in boundary assemblies. 

The possibility to use the corrected data for other fuel cycles 
was tested on the measurements from the 3rd fuel cycle with 
a different distribution of relative errors in boundary 
assemblies (see Tab. 2). 

All coefficients for an approximation of the diffusion length 
were corrected (for all fuel types)on the data from the 3rd fuel 
cycle (for the reason to consider the whole interval of bum-up) 
for a decrease of relative errors in internal assemblies. 

The comparison of calculation results with original input 
data and with a data set with corrected diffusion length coeffi
cients and local boundary coefficients is presented in Tab. 3. 
The comparison of relative errors in one time point is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1. Experimental data in the sector of 
symmetry 60 degrees for a fuel charge with a symmetry of 30 
degres were given. Relatively significant differences of meas
urement influenced on relative error distribution after the 
correction. 

The general validity of corrected data was tested by expe
rimental data fiom the 2nd fuel cycle, which were not used 
for the correction. 
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Please, amend kindly incorrect placement in the colour 

illustration - seme pictures are not consistent with 

descriptions. The correct sequence of pictures by itself 

(keeping the picture numeration and description) is as 

follows : 2 - 4 - 3 - 1 - 5 - 6 - 7 . 
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Picture I. 
Thermal fluxes for an experiment simulating VVER-440 core. 

\ Picture I 
Power distribution for an experiment simulating VVER-440 core. 



Picture ni 
Initial differences between theory and an experiment simulatinq 
VVER-440. 

Picture IV 
Differences between theory and an experiment simulating 
VVER-440 core after eight iterations in diffusion coefficients 
of water and fuel elements. 



Table 1. Improvement in the description of local power densities of various cores. Great error in effective multiplication factor 
(denoted by ) is due to underestimation of extrapolated lengths. 

Number of groups: 4 

Control number 

188/188 

188/188 

188/188 

154/154 

154/154 

154/154 

'61/161 

161/161 

161/161 

163/161 

163/161 

163/161 

58/57 

147/138 

57/57 

101/100 

100/100 

103/103 

90/87 

Temperature 
(°C) 

20 

80 

Í30 

20 

80 

130 

20 

80 

130 

20 

80 

130 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

initial Jata (UNIRASOS) 
Values calculated with 

corrected data (SVATOPLUK) 

Effective mult, 
factor 

0.9976 

1.0010 

0.9967 

1.0001 

0.9951 

0.9985 

0.9971 

1.0013 

0.9990 

1.0033 

1.002? 

1.0068 

0.9986 

1.0006 

0.9994 

1.0017 

0.9997 

1.0019 

1.0021 

1.0040 

1.0033 

1.0057 

1.0049 

1.0O71 

0.9971 

1.0003 

0.9975 

1.0004 

0.9938 

0.9051 

0.9934 

0.9981 

* 0.9877 

* 0.9885 

* 0.9808 

* 0.9846 

* 0.9864 

* 0.9879 

FUNC 

2911 

937 

2832 

1041 

8364 

21 ' -

15!) 

641) 

737 

354 

818 

283 

1487 

964 

310 

153 

841 

442 

1210 

597 

1450 

590 

726 

319 

550 

165 

5617 

2098 

768 

258 

1391 

169 

1159 

339 

7839 

2520 

792 

55 

Average 
deviation 

(%) 

1.31 

1.12 

2.65 

1.94 

2.15 

1.52 

1.50 

1.20 

1.18 

1.03 

1.08 

0.80 

1.20 

1.08 

1.31 

1.18 

1.32 

1.18 

1.34 

1.11 

1.16 

0.05 

0.93 

0.84 

2.15 

1.31 

2.17 

1.48 

2.33 

1.62 

3.22 

1.00 

3.20 

1.55 

3.99 

2.16 

3.11 

0.77 

Maximum deviation 

positive (%) 

+2.69 

+2.69 

+4.86 

+4.57 

+3.64 

+3.26 

*i.63 

+4.02 

+3.40 

+2.98 

+3.01 

+2.10 

+4.43 

+3.97 

+4.91 

+4.67 

+3.27 

+2.70 

+3.34 

+2.65 

+2.12 

+1.98 

+1.99 

+1.94 

+4.17 

+5.05 

+5.97 

+4.58 

+4.82 

+5.75 

+5.72 

+3.22 

+7.64 

+5.37 

+14.40 

+7.29 

+5.03 

+2.41 

negative (%) 

-17.36 

-i.55 

-20.29 

-9.27 

-18 06 

-7.08 

-6.02 

-2.86 

4.57 

1.97 

-5.87 

-2.58 

-7.72 

-3.25 

-7.41 

-3.56 

-8.00 

-3.29 

-9.01 

-3.97 

-8.83 

-3.78 

-6.85 

-1.94 

-10.42 

4.33 

-8.96 

4.19 

-16.20 

-8.26 

-10.11 

-3.90 

-6.07 

-3.93 

-10.20 

-6.47 

-8.03 

-2.02 
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3.2 

1Др1 

ЛДр>3 

( Др )пих 

( ДрХпш 
FCN(RP) 
FCN(CB) 
FCNTOT 

1st fuel cycle 
(Td=13ef.d.) 

initial 
data 
2.36 

14 

7.15 

-5.32 
94.32 
32.33 

126.64 

corrected 
data 

1.99 
12 

4.45 

-5.12 
79.36 
33.17 

112.53 

3rd fuel cycle 
(TcPMefd.) 

control calculation 
initial 

data 

430 
39 

8.63 
-11.14 

496.59 
5.39 

corrected 
data 

3.32 
24 

8.18 

-9.39 
413.43 

5.55 
501.98 i 418.97 

Table 2. Influence of local boundary coefficients correction 

n number of assembly 
x.x initial data 
x.x corrected data 

59 
72 
2.8 

57 58 
0.0 0.9 
-2.8 15 

53 54 55 56 
-4.3 4:J 4.9 -1.1 
-0.5 1.5 15 2.2 

48 49 50 51 52 
-1.6 2.3 - 3.7 -3.6 1.7 -0.3 - 2.5 0.7 
42 43 44 45 46 47 
3.2 1.2 -1.! 0.2 -0.9 -5.3 
1.3 -1.4 2.0 0.3 2.0 -1.1 
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
0.3-2.6 -1.2 -0.3 -0.0 3.1 -3.3 
-2.0 0.5 1.3 -2.6 -0' 1.8 -0.2 

28 
1.6 
0.0 

29 30 31 32 33 34 
-2.3 - -2.2 -2.6 - 2.4 
1.0 - 0.2 0.4 - 0.0 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
-1.4 0.9 -3.0 -2.3 -0.6 1.4 2.5 -2.0 
2.8 -1.2 0.3 0.9 -3.2 -1.2 -0.8 -1.3 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
1.6 -2.9 3.0 0.3 1.8 -3.1 -4.3 0.1 4.9 

•0.5 t.2 1.4 -1.0 -0.1 0.1-0.2 -2.8 0.7 

10 

lApl 

"Др>3 

( Др)т«1 

( Др)ти1 

FCN(RP) 

FCN(CB) 
FCNTOT 

lsi fuel cycle 

. . . . 
initial 

data 1.9 
11 

7.30 
-8.76 

1725.2 

392.3 
21173 

corr. 
data 

1.4 
2 

4.03 

-3.51 

707.2 

438.7 
1145.9 

2nd fuel cycle 

initial 
data 
4.1 

35 

9.00 

11.59 
4912.7 

67.4 
4980.1 

corr. 
data 

2.9 
26 

854 

-7.79 
2671.7 

55.3 
2727.0 

3rd fuel 
cycle 

(Contr.calc.) 
initial 

data 
3.2 
24 

15.86 
-7.86 

3700.6 

11.8 
3712.4 

corr. 
data 

2.8 
21 

12.73 
-8.14 

28165 

11.5 
2828.0 

Table 3. Comparison of data sets 

Explanation to Tab. 2,3 
IД p I, \Ap\ mean relative error (mean value in operatinf 

life) 
Чу >3. пд?>3 number of assemblies with rel. error greater 

than 3% (mean val^e in operating life) 
(Д p )тм maximum positive relative error 
(Д P Wi maximum negative relative error 
FCN(RP) contribution of relative power deviations 

to the functional 
FCN(CB) coiitribution of deviations of concentration 

of boron to the functional 
FCNTOT the total value of the functional 

2 3 
-2.8 3.3 
0.6 1.7 

4 5 6 
- -3.7 -4.4 
- 0.2 -0.8 

7 8 
- 1.5 
- -1.4 

9 
2.4 

-1.5 

Flg.l. Comparison of relative errors for initial data set and 
corrected data set - 1st fuel cycle, T=13 ef. days 

Publications 

/// LELEK, V,: Program for Correction ofCoefficienls of Few-Group Diffusion Equations Based on Experiments Report ÚJV 
8249,1987 (in Russian). 

Ill LELEK, V,- PECKA,M.: Theuse of various critical assembly measurements to the calculation of new celt parameters 
libraryfor hot states in WERIOOO reactors. Work for the Contract between NRIŘel and VN1IAES Moscow, 1991, (to 
be published)./ 

/31 LELEK, V.: Correction of Reactor Equation with Feedback in Burn-up, Power and Heat-up, Report ÚJV 8447,1988 (in 
Russian). 

/41 VRBA, L.: Correction ofCoefficienls Based on Measurement in the Code CRTT /BIPR-6/-CS, Report (JJV (to be published). 
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3J 

ON NUMERICAL SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF CRITICALITY BY 
CODE MOCA 2 

J.KyncI 

In 1990 the computing code MOCA 2 was developed which 
serves to a numerical solution of the criticality problem for the 
transport equation in the case of the fuel assembly WER. In 
the code, energy group formalism and three-dimensional 
geometry are taken into account, scattering effective cross 
sections being supposed in the form of decomposition to 
Legendre polynom inals in angular variable. The problem solved 
has the form 
(1) 

*«flr<j>o = r<po , Vo:M sEi x Еъ -» 10,- ) ,<poe В 
(В is a linear space of real functions) and Monte Carlo rethod 
is used for its numerical elaboration. By appropriate choice of 
the space B, transport operator T gains th .не properties: It is 
linear, T:B -» B, positive, bounded and such that the equation 

holds for any X e £ and any positive integer n. Here, yo is 
a positive eigensolution to the problem adjoint to (1) and A is a 
linear operator the spectral radius r(A) of which statistics the 
inequality 

r(A)<ktff. 
In tlie code MOCA 2, integrals 

R(n) = j dxgWFxf?) 

are simulated by a special random process/1/where gis a real 
function such that the inequality 

I'. dxg{x)Q>{x) 

holds for any ФеВ . Then, the multiplication factor k,ff is 
computed according to the formula 

R (*!)_!_ 

for some positive integers n0 and щ, щ » n0. 
Results of computation by the code MOCA 2 are the 

detailed spatial distribution of neutron flux for individual 
energy groups, effective multiplication coefficient and other 
physical quantities (power distribution mean values of 
effective cross sections,, .etc.) The accuracy of the results can be 
improved using two or more steps of computation. The resulting 

neutron distribution obtained in one step se*ves as a starting 
point in the next step of calculation. 

The usual way employed in Monte Carlo solutions of 
the criticality problems is the method of successive generations. 
It has been shown that such computations lead to an error which, 
in general, docs not decrease with the number of generations 
used. The code MOCA 2 avoids this trouble and makes it 
possible to obtain numerical results bias of which can be made 
arbitrarily small. 

Two test problems were computed by this code and the 
results are shown in the following table. Problem rcorresponds 
to the case of the fuel assembly VVER-1000 placed in an 
infinite regular hexagonal lattice. The height of the assembly 
is infinite and absorbing rods are present. Formulation of the 
second problem is the sank, but absorbing rods are replacid 
by water. The calculations were performed with four energy 
groups in two steps (variants a), b) and c), d) respectively). In 
both steps, we put щ = 100 and % = 5. 

For comparison, the same problems were computed by the 
method of succeilve generations (code MOCA). In this case, 
we have- considered 100 particles per one generation, 5 initial 
generations were omitted. 

Var. 

la) 
lb) 

lc) 
Id) 
2a) 
2b) 
2c) 
2d) 

N.hist. 
600 

1100 

400 
900 
700 
too 
400 

1100 

MOCA 2 
keff 

0.9585 
0.9610 
0.9650 
0.9643 
1.1547 
1.1533 
1.1528 
1.1522 

Err.(*) 

0.19 
0.11 
0.11 

0.1 
0.16 
0.15 
0.15 

0.12 

N.hist. 

124500 

177400 

MOCA 

keff Err(%) 

0.9517 0.31 

1.1434 0.24 

Table 1. Results of two test problems 

Publication 

/// KYNCL, J.: Numerical solution to the problem of crilicalily by Monte Carlo method, Report ÚJV S727R, 1989. 
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3.4 

MEDIUM-TIME SIMULATOR FOR THE REACTOR VVER-440 

J.Roček 

At Czechoslovak NPPs with the reactor VVER-440. the 
diagnostic system HINDUKUS is used к gather bisic 
physical and technological data measured in the reactor and 
in the primary circuit. These basic data are used as an input to 
the program system VK-3 for on-line evaluation quantities, 
e.g.: power, netron flux, fuel and coolant temperature, burn-up. 
iodine and xenon concentration, etc. 

In NRI, the program TRAX was developed as an conti
nuation of this system. It has two main aims: 

(i) It takes data from VK-3 and displays them in the on-line 
mode in a graphical form on the screen. It works in the 
interactive mode and may thus serve the operator as a tool 

4for reactor control. As an example see colour pictures V, VI, 
wheie the images are given both of the power distribution in 
assemblies for the whole reactor core in x,y geometry and 
of the fui temperature for the two rows of fuel assemblies in 
x, z geomi try. (ii) Using the last set of input data from the 
program YK-3, the program TRAX wdl be able to calculate 
(predict) in the off-line mode medium-time transients (effect 
of xenon) connected with a change of power level. (This part 
of the program is under development). The operator of the 
reactor may use this possibility to find an optimum operation 
mode for the return to the nominal sUte. 
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Picture V. 
The image of the power distribution in assemblies f c the whole core 
of the Nuclear Power Plant Dukovany 
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4 Picture VI. 
The image of fuel temperature distribution in the first »wo rows of fuel 
assemblies in the 30° sector of symmetry. 



Piccture VII. 
The core of the LR-0 reactor with seven VVER-1000 type 
assemblies. Six assemblies are equipped with safety clusters. 



3.5 

THE CALCULATIONS RELATED TO THE SPENT 
FUEL STORAGE EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT 

L. Marková 

In connection with the experimental project of the compact 
spent fuel storage, several evaluating and supporting calcu
lations of power density and flux distribution were performed 
with BŘETISLAV (see /2/. /3/). This program solves the 
diffusion multigroup equations in a two-dimensional geometry. 

Respecting the boron ingredient in the material, the calcu
lation of the fine shape of flux perpendicular to the edge of the 
fuel assembly was carried out using also the transport theory by 
the ANISN code/1/. 

The activity of Dy-foils placed in several important points 
was measured and therefore the comparison between both these 
types of results could be made. 

The physical system consists of 7 regular VVER-1000 
type fuel assemblies (4.4% enrichment of U235 ) with a pitch 
of 264 mm. Absorbing pins are pulled out. The central fuel 
assembly is put in the hexagonal tube of S mm wall thickness 
made of steel ČSN 11373 (density 7.65 g/cm2) with a special 
layer of 1 mm thickness stuck to its outer surface. This layer 
consists of B4C (19.58% Bio and 80.42% В Ц in natural 
isotopic composition of B) in polyester with successively 0. 
0.42. 1.0. 1.47 and 1.99% (by weight) of В (recalculated to 
the weight of fictive "b-.on s'eel"). Including the tube, the 
outer fuel assembly size (as a diameter of incircle) is 257 mm. 

exp. 
number 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

%B 

0.00 

0.42 

1.00 

1.47 

1.99 

critical 
height 

44.11 

53.91 

47.35 

59.06 

59.98 

The calculations were 
designed to be perforr.ed 
in cyl indrical o.#e-
'' imensional geometry 
with the finite height 
correction. The height of 
the cylinder resulted from 
the critical experiments 
(see Tab. 1). The materials 
and the radii of ill the 
cylindrical areas can be 
seen in Fig. 1. The whole 
system was surrounded by 
vacuum, the zone radii 
w^re equivalently recalcu

lated from the original hexagonal sizes. 
The object of calculations was to find the shape of neuuon 

flux in the region between and on the edge of the fuel 
assemblies adjacent to the central one, i.e. also at the points 
where the activation measurement by Dy-foils was executed. 

The MICROBE code was used to produce suitable 
fourgroup cross section constants as the data needed for simi
lar calculations (/2/, /3/)by BŘETISLAV involving the possi
bility <r using them for ANISN run as well. All the ANISN 

Table 1. Critical heights obtai
ned by critical experiment 
(including correct. Кха= 14 cm). 

B , C In p o l y e s t e r 

s t e e l t u b e 

r t o m o g e n i z e d 

.e< a s s e m b l y 

h o m o g f l n i l f t f 
fuel assembly 

34.7897 

20 
s. Г 

[13.3вВ5.13.4935] 

Fig.i Geometry and Material Composition 

SO 6 0 
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3.5 

n # u t r o n f l u K *1fcz< o c t : v i i y 

[ c ~ J 

Fig.2 Thermal Flux Between the Fuel Assemblies Fig J The Comparison of Calculation and Experiment 

calculations were performed with the cross section data of 
room temperature and for pure mineral water as moderator, 
i.e. without any content of boric acid. The upper limit of the 
thermal group is given by 0.465 eV so that the measured value 
of Dy-foils activity can be expected to correspond to the 
thermal neutron flux in certain approximation. The data of 
neutron cross section constants for the fuel assembly without the 
tube were prepared as homogeneous ones by volume averaging 
already in the MICROBE code. 

The results of the calculations.i.e. radial thermal neutron 
flux shapes depending on the distance from the centre of the 
system, are displayed or tabulated for all cases of different 
boron content (see Fig. 2). krfr - values resulted from this 
cylindrical model eigenvalue k-calculation exceed the critical 
value in spite of the finite height correction known from 
critical experiments It is brought about mainly by "•<• 
homogenization of the fuel assemblies. 

Several runs of Dy-foils activity measurements were com pa 
red with these results of simplified cylindrical model calcu
lations by ANISN /4/. The comparison carried out by the 
program COMPAR /5/ consisted in finding a suitable fitting 
function for activity of Dy-foil «Í the type 

where a . В are unknown parameters and fgjj is the 
neutron flux calculated in the g-group and ij-space point by an 
estimation of unknown parameters and a following sntisti-
zi\ analysis the aim of which is to obtain the error of the 
estimation and judge the acceptability of values at separate 
measured points. The determination of the estimation is based 
on weighted least squared method. For the weights the values 

\_ 

were used, where y,j is t!ie activity value measu.-ed at the 
ij-space point. 

The results 4 fining are shown in Tables and Figures 
/6/-see Fig. 3. A re iblance between measured and calculated 
curve shapes is spoilt at the points situated into the fuel 
assemblies. It is probably caused by their homogenizing 
due to the calculation model and maybe also-from the expe
rimental point of view-by a tram formation of the values measu
red on (he surface of a fuel rod to those comparable with values 
being closer to the approach of homogenized fuel zones, e.g. 
to the values avaraged over the Fictive elementary cell. Such 
corrections were performed in the measured data set. 

Publications 

/// ENGLE.W.W.. Jr.: ANISN, A One -Dimensional Discrete OrdinatesTransport Code with Anisotropic Scattering, K-1693, 
March 1967, ORNL USA 

111 BROULlK. J. - MARKOVÁ, L. - BOGOCLEV, G A. GOROBETS, V. B. - AZOVA, V. M el al: Experimental and 
calculalional investigation of neutron physical cliaracteristic of "compact" storage of assemblies WER-1000, Report 
ÚJV899I. R.T 1983 (in Russian) 

/31 MARKOVÁ, L: Calculations concerning experiments on the reactor LR-0 with tubes containing boron in the core of the 
type WER-1000, Report ÚJV8826 RA 1989 (m Russian) 

141 MARKOVÁ, L.: Tlie calculations of the Fine Structure of lite Neutron flux on the Border of the SpecialWER-1000 
type Fuel Assemblies by ANISN, Report ÚJV 9073 R. January 1990 

ISI MARKOVÁ, L.: Program COMPAR for comparing experintet al and theoretical data and its cooperation with 
calculational programs RFIT, Břetislav and BIBL. Report UJV 6505 R. 1983 (in Czech) 

I6l MARKOVÁ, L.: The Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Values in the Case of Dy-foils Activity Measurement on 
tlie Border of V\'ER-1000 Fuel Assemblies Surrounded by a Boron SleelTuhe. Report ÚJV9116 R, 1990. 
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STUDIES OF THE EFFECT OF DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION 
AND OF THE IMPACT OF SYMMETRIZATION OF CONTROL 

ROD CONFIGURATION IN VVER-1000 FUEL ASSEMBLY 
CALCULATION/1/ 

J.Kynd, A. M iasnikov, M. Trgiňa 

Simulation codes (of the BIPR type) are freguently used 
for safety and economy aspects of NPP operation. Necessary 
equipment is a set of input physical constant-diffusion char
acteristics which reflect physical properties of homogenized fuel 
assemblies. Diffusion charactenstics calculation is usually 
simplified. Not only the assembly calculation is in most cases 
performed with the help of programs based ot. diffusion appro
ximation even with the absorption rods present in the 
assembly, but the geometrical configuration is being simpli
fied as well. Therefore the numerical analysis of the influence 
on the resulting diffusion characteristic of VVER-1000 fuel 
•assembly was carried out. 

The VVER-1000 fuel assembly has a hexagonal shape, the 
cluster of absorption rods is situated in its interior. The 
absorption rods of the cluster are distributed on two concentric 
circles (6+12 absorption rods) in place of fuel rods so that they 
form 60° symmetry of fuel assembly configuration (standard 
configuration). Slightly modified configuration arisen by a shift 
of some of the absorption rod places has a 30° symmetry 
Such symmetrized configuration of fuel assembly regular confi
guration is used for experiments (at the LR-0 zero power 
reactor) and often also for calculation. (See Fig. 1). 

The impact of the geometric fuel assembly symmctri-
zation was studied by comparing results from standard and 
regular configuration. The effect of diffusion appro
ximation was evaluated by carrying out the same calculation 
according to the transport theory (by Monte-Carlo method, the 
program MOCA) and according to the diffusion theory (by 
few-group methods, the program BŘETISLAV). 

All calculations were performed for VVER-1000 fuel 
assemblies with 2%. 3% and 3.3% fuel enrichment. Four 
group data (macroscopic effective crossections and fission 
spectrum for cells and supercells) were prepared by the program 
MICROBE based on the collision probability methods. 

The multiplication factor is suitable for a review eslinv .ion 
cf the studied effects. It reflec"! multiplication properties of (he 
fuel assemblies as deicnr.ned by using a different approach. 
Transport calculations by Monte Carlo methods are taken as 
the correct reference results. Numerical values of the muliip'i-
calion factor compared with diffusion calculation are shown in 
Tab. I. standard deviation of Monte-Carlo results being less than 
0.3%. 

The impact of the geometrical configuration of control rods 
is quite noticeable (more than 1%) and it shows a decreasing 
tendency with increasing enrichment of the fuel. In 'he case of 
withdrawn absorption rods (substituted by "water holes") there 
is no significent effect. The same tendency is indicated by the 
diffusion approach. Bui the values of the multiplication factor 
calculated by (he diffusion program are invariably overesti
mated by more than Wt. 

Neutron flux distributions for standard and regular 
TCnfigurations differ significantly diw to shifted absorption 
rods, the difference even in some distant cells being more than 
10% The :hould be taken into account if a more simple 
symmetrized tsgjlar configuration of fuel assembly for 
neutron flux distribution calculation is used. 

Also significant is 'he difference in the neutron flux 
distribution for the same configuration given by MOCA 
(transport theory) and BŘETISLAV (diffusio.i theory) which 
can amount to more than 10% especially with absorption rods 
present in die fuel assembly. Because as usual the neutron flux 
distribution in fuel assembly will be calculated by a diffusion 
program, the results shouk. be correctco by precision calcu
lation meuMxts and/or by measurement. 

Enrich
ment 

2% 

3% 

3.3 % 

Type of 
assembly 

r.w 

s.w 

r.a 

s.a 

r.w 

s.w 

r.a 

s.a 

r.w 

s.w 

r.a 

s.a 

ídř 
1.192 

1.92 

0.887 

0.901 

1.298 

1.300 

0.998 

1.014 

1.323 

1.315 

1.029 

1.041 

Д*_<%) 

1.35 
1.31 
1.67 

1.51 
1.40 
1.26 
1.91 
1.49 
1.14 
1.73 

1.32 
1.17 

&L.C&) 

0.C3 

1.62 

0.13 

1.53 

-0.6 

1.18 

Table 1. Multiplication factor dependence on enrichment of 
fuel and configuration of the assembly 

n» regular (standard) configuration 
a(w) absorption rods (water holes)present 
M(B) results of program MOCA (BŘETISLAV) 

., (ňs - ič') 
— ~ & ~ 
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Fig.l Regular and standard configuration of fuel assembly. 

Publication 

?1? KYNCL, J. • MIASNIKOV, A. • TRGINA, M.: Diffusion characteristics of standard and regular fuel assemblies WER-1000, 
Report (!Л,'9113 R,1990(inCzech). 
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3.7 

EXPERIMENTS WITH Gd POISONED FUEL 

J. Bárdoš 

Preparation for using gadolinium as burnable absorber for 
nuclear reactor fuel demerits in the VVER reactors is also 
connected with experiments in the reactor LR-0. Some of the 
experiments were performed as a part of the Research 
Programme on "Safe Core Management with Burnable 
Absorbers in VVERs" coordinated by the International Atomic 
Energy Agency. Detailed results of the experiments are given 
in publications HI, Щ and /3/. 

The fuel elements containing a homogeneous GdiOi 
admixture in the fuel pellets (BAF) were fabricated at the 
Nuclear Fuel Institute in Prague. Up to this point 3605, 3610, 
3615, 3620, 4401, 4403, 4420 and 4460 type fuel elements 
containing a homogeneous GdiOj admixture in the fuel pellets 
were used. The first group of two digits gives the uranium 
enrichment with U isotope (e.g. 36 designates 3.6% of 

"U), the second one the wight content of Gd20i in a fuel 
pellet (e.g. 15 designates 1.5 w% of Gd203). In addition to the 
fuel elements containing a homogeneous GdjOj admixture in 
fuel pellets, specimens of duplex type fuel pellets containing a 
homogeneous GdiOj admixture in a part of the pellet only 
(DUBAF) were prepared and used in the experiments. As for 
the material combinations, the DUBAF pellets represent the 
proper model of the partially burnl-up pellet (the outer layer 
contains partially bumt-up UO2 without Gd absorber and the 
inner layer shows the original U02and Gd203composition) and 
versions being combinations for testing complementary effects 
aimed to ensure an irnprovementof the proper experimeniecono-
mics /4/. 

The experiments were performed in a core composed of 19 
LR-0 type VVER-440 fuel assemblies. Experimental fuel 
elements (i.e. fuel elements for which the post-irradiation 
fission product gamma actn ity was measured) and single 
BAF elements were located always in two symmetrica! fuel 
assemblies so as to simulate the infinite lattice of fuel elements 
disturbed with one BAF element. The choice of two fuel 
assemblies in which experimental fuel elements and BAF 
elements arc located enables one to obtain the necessary numbc, 
of experimental data sets using a half-number of exposures 
holding symmetry of the core. 

Experimental data were obtained by measuring the gamma 
activity from fission products of irradiated fuel and BAF 
elements. The analyser energy scale was set to an integral 
measurement from 1200 keV and higher so thai, under this 
energy limit, there are peaks from radiative capture on ' J . 
From the individually measured data the background was 
subtracted and the correction for fission products decay made 
using measured data of the fuel clement used as the decay 
monitor. 

After averaging all homothetic data, including factors 
for possible small asymmetry of the core (determined by the 

least square method), the final result consists of the values 
(and their errors) for each position measured in a fuel assembly 
and each BAF type used/2/, /3/. Normalizing the BAF results 
for homothetic results relative to the clean area (i.e. for the 
variant in which there was a normal fuel element in place of a 
BAF) we obtained the values which may be interpreted in terms 
ofrelativc fission densities inan infinite fuel lattice with a sole 
BAF pin. These values were normalized so as to obtain the 
average result measured at positions distant from a BAF pin 
amounting to 1. The resulting values are designated by F. 

In the case of an infinite fuel laticce with a sole BAF pin 
the F-values depend only upon the quantity с representing 
the content of Gd2Cb in a BAF (w%), as well as upon the 
quantity x, representing the distance of a given fuel pin from 
a BAF pin (measured in fuel pin lattice pitch units). An analysis 
of the experimental results obtained revealed that the function 
F(x.c) may ' described, with sufficient accuracy, by the rela
tionship 

F(x,c) = 1 -fix) ( 1 - exp ( - be )) (1) 

The measured values and the fitted function F(x,c) are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Surprisingly, it appears that in our case, the function f(x) 
may be well approximated by the relationship 

f(x) = g.K\p(-aJx) (2) 

So it was pointedout that the fission density in fuel pins close 
to a BAF pin in an infinite fuel element lattice is to be 
described with suficient accuracy by the relationship 

Fix*) = I - g. exp (-a VA: )) ( 1 - exp (-be)) (3) 

with the experimental values g, a, b. searched by the least 
square method. 
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Fig. 1: Fitted function F(x,c) defined by eg. (1) and the 
corresponding experimental values. 
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SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL STORAGE SUBCRITICALITY 
INVESTIGATIONS 

J. Broulik 

The nuclear energy utilization in Czechoslovakia raises 
the problem of spent fuel treatment. This aspect leads to the 
decision to increase the capacity of the already existing pools 
and to equip the plants which are under construction by « mpact 
storage pools. That is why the decision was taken in 
Czechoslovakia to develop absorbing material with the use the 
technology known in the country and to construct compact 
storage pools according to the projects supplied by 
Czechoslovak organizations. These activities have Ьлп 
coordinated by the Nuclear Research Institute ínftež. Thereon 
the LR-0 research reactor /l/all experimental and calculation 
works have been carried out. The aim of these activities was 
to find a configuration which is optimum from the point of 
view of the required subcriticality and nuclear safety. 

The emphasis was laid on finding the optimum variant of the 
spent nuclear fuel storage and on the precise definition of 
its physical parameters in order to bring this knowledge into 
use Both VVER-440 and VVER-1000 fuel have been investi
gated. During the preparation period the basic relations were 
found. Figs. 1 a 2 show the function of the moderator critical 
level vers, lattice pitch. 

All the experiments were carried out at room temperature, 
using distilled water as moderator. Fuel enrichment was 3.6% 
and 4.4% of U235 for the VVER^WO and VVER-1000 respecti
vely. After the technology of the boron steel absorbing tubes 
production had been developed, a final period of experiments 
and calculations wa&started. It included experimental veri
fication of the subcriticality and precise definition of physical 
parameters of such configurations of compact storage pools 
which are likely to be brought into the practical application. The 
boron content in this steel reaches 1% wt. 

For the experiments carried out on the LR-0 reactor the 
absorbing tubes of the length reduced to 700 mm were supplied. 
The following method of defining the subcriticality was applied: 
A set of 19 or 7 VVER-440 or VVER-1000 assemblies resp. 
was inserted in the above - described absorbing tubes and several 
configurations with a different lattice pitch were investigated/2/. 
The reactor was brought to the criticality by pumping the 
moderator to the vessel. Because the part of the core formed by 
the lower parts of asemblies inserted into the absorbing tubes 
is subcritical, the criticality is reached due to the increase in the 
moderator level above the edges of shortened absorbers. The 
upper part of the core provides then a driving zone for the lower 
one. Spatial fission density distribution in the lower part was 
found using the standard method of measuring the induced 
gamma-activity of fuel elements. According to the one-speed 
diffusion approximation in cylindrical geometry this distri
bution satisfies the expression 

Ф ( г 1 , 2 ) = а , . У о ( В г . г , ) . е х р ( - В 1 . г ) , ( 1 ) 

where 
-ri is the radial distance of measured fuel element from the 
centre of the core, 
-z is the axial coordinate, 
-Br, Bz are square roots of radial and axial parts of the 
buckling respectively, 
-Jo is the Bessel function, 
-aj are the coefficients respecting the fme structure of the 
distribution in a fuel assembly. 

The radial distribution was measured approximately in the 
middle of the lower part of the core, the axial distribution was 
defined from the measurements of at least 4 different fuel 
elements located in characteristic radial positions. These 
values have been fitted to function (1) using the least square 
method. The material parameter according to this mode) t i n be 
expressed as 

Вт —Br—Bi 

The experimental results are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. 
The diffusion approximation used for the experimental 
data interpretation makes also possible the estimation of the 
multiplication factor of the invetigated configuration using the 
following simple relation: 

koo=i+Bl.M2 

where M is the migration area. The calculations show that 
its value is practically independent of the lattice pitch and 
M2=39.0 cm* for the VVER-440 fuel assemblies (3.6% U235 

enrichment) and M2=35.4 cm2 for the VVER-1000 fuel 
assemblies (4.4% U enrichment). That allows to estimate the 
multiplication factor of the desired configuration. For 
example, koo =0.937 for the VVER-440 fuel for a lattice 
pitch of 16.2 cm, koo=0.939 the VVER-1000 fuel assemblies 
in configuration with a pitch of 28.8 cm. 
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Material buckling as the function of the lattice pitch VVER-1000 assemblies 
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SPACE KINETICS EXPERIMENT ON THE LR-O REACTOR 

V. Rypar,J. Hádek 

NRI Rež and ZfK Rossendorf have jointly prepared and 
performed neutron detectors response measurement due to 
reactivity perturbation on the LR-0 reactor /1/ . Space-time 
neutron flux distribution was measured in 55 fuel 
assemblies core configurations (24x2%, 6x3%, 6x3.3%, 
12x3.6%, 7x4.4% enrichment of U235 -Fig. 1) . Previously 
measured experimental data files have been used for the veri
fication of kinetic codes for VVER-1000 type code. Time -
dependent local reactivity perturbation induced by one expe
rimental cluster drop was used in this experiment. Measure
ments were done with the cluster placed in the central and 
peripheral fuel assembly, respectively. Experiments with 2 
reactivity oscillators have also been carried out. 

Fig.l. LR-0 core: 55 fuel assemblies 

The experimental hardware is based on a computer control
led CAMAC system for simultaneous data acquisition of 20 
spatially distributed neutron detectors and for absorption cluster 
control. 15 microchambers were inserted in the centr.il tube 
of fuel asssemblirs, 4 detectors were placed near the core in 

the reflector, the last microchamber was used to suppress 
spurious counts. The real time clock module sets the time axis 
of the neasurement. Neutron ш.:.~~'ов signals -re sampled 
by 5 quad scalers with 0.1 s interval. T V control of the 
cluster deposition is made by a CAMAC step motor controller. 
The CAMAC crate controller represents interface between a 
TOP computer used for experiment control as well as for the 
data acquisition system, and the controlled CAMAC crate. 
The software of the experimental performace and data evalua
tion is based on several codes written in FORTRAN (cluster 
movement control, data acquisition system, the detector relia
bility checks, primary data files correction and accumulation, 
inverse kinetics reactivity calculation). 

The analysis of the measurement was performed using 
the space-time neutronics code HEXDYN3D developed in ZfK 
Rossendorf to describe VVER-1000 power reactor transients 
behaviour. The code is based on the stationary nodal code 
HEXDYN23, which solves 3-dimensional diffusion equation 
for two energy groups in hexagonal geometry. Including the 
calculations of delayed neutron precursor densities the statio
nary code was completed to the t-. ie-dependent code 
HEXDYN3D. A nodal expansion method is used for the time-
dependent diffusion equations. Input data for the static and 
transient calculation has been prepared by means of the codes 
used in the reactor physics division for hexagonal'attice cell 
parameters. 

Calculations of the initial critical state were performed with 
the use of the two-dimensional diffusion code BŘETISLAV. 
This macrocode treats the diffusion equation by a finite diffe
rence method with one point i n the elementary cell. The 
initial critical concentration of H3BO3 and the homogenized 
two group constants of the assemblies were generated by this 
code. Four group constants for all types of active code cells 
were calculated by the one-dimensional transport code MICRO
BE and used as an input data for the code BŘETISLAV. 

In the measurement the space effects were well pronounced. 
Point kinetics model holds best for the medium distance 
detectors. The reactivity is overestimated in downward and 
upward directions of cluster motion for the reactor midplane 
inserted detectors in the nearest assemblies, whose response 
was affected by flux depression. 

Large space-dependent affects were expected especially 
during eccentric perturbations. The distance between the 
reactivity perturbation and the detectors in the core as well 
as the displacement of absorption cluster are larger than in the 
case of central perturbation. The calculations were done with 
the unchanged and adjusted multiplication factor koo of 
group constants for fuel assemblies with inserted cluster /2,3/. 
The example of theoretical and experimental results compa-
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risons of Ihe cluster drop in the 55 fuel assemblies core is 
demonstrated in Fig. 2. 

Cluster drop experimental data files were used for Ihe 
calculation of the optimum parameters of shape function in 
neutron flux density /4/. To model local reactivity perturbation, 
neutron flux and shape function are described as 

<*»•,/) = *( / • . / ) N ( / ) 
4(rj)--4(r) sf(k,t,z) 

where sf() describes the dependence on the perturbation 
(place, magnitude, velocity and axial position of cluster), N(t) 
is amplitude function and it follows point kinetics model. The 
analysis has been done to find optimum parameters of sf. One 
of the possible linear model of shape function is 

*co=i+«>^fff 
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where z l , z2 are initial and final axial position of cluster, kp 
is fitted parameter of the perturbation in the p fuel 
assembly. It is better to use the quadratic model of sf for the 
fuel assembly with moving absorption cluster. It follows from 
the immense calculations that the point model holds in the 
fuel assemblies across one fuel assembly from the perturba
tion, reactivity is over - (under-) estimated in far (near) fuel 
assemblies, reactivity is overestimated to 240% in fuel assembly 
with moving cluster. There is a monotonie dependence of 
point reactivity on the axial position of the detector for the 

same radial distance from the perturbation in the point model 
with the lowest value for upper level detector. The examples of 
point and corrected reactivities are demonstrated in Fig. 3 
(central perturbation, corrected and point reactivity for central 
fuel assembly with moving cluster, point reactivity for interme
diate fuel assemblies) and 4 (eccentric perturbation, corrected 
and point reactivity for fuel assembly with moving cluster, 
point reactivity for intermediate and peripheral fuel assemblies). 

Publications 

111 RYPAR, V. • RACEK, J. • FAHRMANN, К. Н. - GRUNDMANN, V. • ZlEGENBEIN:Nucl. Sci. Eng. 105,218,1990. 
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Cf-252 NEUTRON SOURCE LABORATORY 

В. Janský and Z. Turzík 

High intensity neubon source laboratory has been built in 
the reactor LR -0 hall. The laboratory has been assigned for 
the preparation of neutron spectrometry methods for in-core 
and shielding assemblies measurement (especially for 
energy calibration), for new type spectrometry detector 
testing, for benchmark (mock-up) experiments, for neutron 
dosimeters and remmeteis calibration and for the preparation 
of fast neutron spectra standards. 

The Cf neutron sources with emissions of Ecf= 2 . 1 0 , 
10е, 5 . 106, 106 s'1 are available. The first two sources are 
transported from a container to the measuring point by a 
pneumatic transfer system. This transfer system with an 
independent iight warning and audible alarm system was deve
loped and produced at NRI Rež. The source of 2 . lCr s 
emission placed in a paraffin barrel produces the termal 
neutron flux density 

<p,/, = 4 . 1 0 u m ~ V 

252 

The Cf neutron sources with blocks of various 
shielding materials(Fe, H2O, H3BO3, B4C. Pb, C, polyethy
lene, stainless steel, etc.) were used to model typical reactor 
spectra. For example, neutron spectra in the vicinity of the 
VVER type reactor pressure vessel were constructed. 

Four types of basic reference neutron spectra in cylindri
cal georr jy were prepared and measured using all avai
lable spectrometers. The experimental assemblies have a 
good reproducibility of the parameters. Pure materials of diffe
rent shielding layers were used for the reference leakage 
neutron spectra modelling. Neutron spectra for S cm Fe disk 
and 10 cm polyethylene disk or/and 25 Fe disk were measu
red at 50 cm distance from assembly surface are in Fig. 1. 

The following spectrometry methods for the spectra meas
urement have been used: 
l.En= 0.01 (0.1)- 10 MeV; proton recoil method (proportional 
counters with hydrogen filling; stilbene scintillator), in energy 
structure 40 group per decade, see Fig. 1; 
2. En = 0 -18 MeV, Воппзг spectrometer. 
In the laboratory of neutron sources the following spheres are 
also available for benchmark experiments in spherical geometry: 
Fe =10,20. 30,50.100 cm (diameter) 
Ni =30 ,50 cm 
H2O = 100 cm 
D2O = 3 0 cm 

The spherical assemblies are used especially for'he compa
rison of measurement and calculation results. The Cf source is 

placed in the centre of the sphere, the leakage spectrum is 
measured. The D2O sphere will serve for neutron dosimeters 
and remmeters calibration. 

Th< high intensity neutron source was used also to test 
the mr hod of nitrogen identification in the material in coope
ration with ÚJF ČSAV specialists. The method is based on 
nuclear react'' .. ' T I (n. gamma) N. The method is to be 
used for the 'termination of N, e.g. in agricultural products, in 
coal, in plastic explosives. The selected measuring setups are 
used to test new spectrometer proportional gas filled 
detectors in neutron energy region 10-1000 keV produced in 
the Nuclear and Physical engineering Faculty (Czech 
Technical University, Prague). 

1 ^ ' ( 

R l Ы 

E /MeV/ 

Fig.l. Measured neutron reference spectra with proton 
recoil method (proportional counters, stilbene). 
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NUCLEAR POWER AND SAFETY RESEARCH 

F. Pazdera, L. Jakešová 

Czechoslovak NPPs have been operated with very good 
availability records and with great attention paid to their nuclear 
safety. It is, however, obvious that future of our nuclear power 
industry is filly dependent on the ability to keep high safety 
standards which should be brought as near as possible to the 
compliance with European ones. Activities of the Nuclear Re
search Institute and its Nuclear Power and Safety Division 
during 1990 reflected these needs as formulated by both 
Regulatory Body and NPPs operators. 

The Nuclear Research Institute coordinates ле Research 
Project "Safety of Nuclear Power Plants" within the whole 
ČSFR, with participation of practically all organizations active 
in this area. 

The project is oriented to the solution of problems in the 
main following fields: 

— probabilistic safety assessment, 
— thermal hydraulic analyses of transients and accidents, 
— analysis of heat transfer and mechanical properties of 

reactor core, 
— analysis of beyond design basis accidents, 
— neutronic problems of nuclear power plant operational 

safety, 
— analyses and measures for improvement of operational 

safety of NPPs with VVER reactors, 
— improvement of human reliability in NPP operation, 

radiational safety of NPP operation, 
— NPP fire protection, 
— operating modes, and in-reactor measurements. 

— evaluation of resistance-to failure of materials of 
reactor pressure vessel and components of primary 
circuit with extended service life, 

— corrosion in nuclear power facilities, 
— diagnostics, reliability, and service life on NPP compo

nents, 
— standardization of computer codes for nuclear power 

facilities. 
Our State Regulatory Body on Nuclear Safety has supported 

two main tasks: 
— implementation of PSA methodology for nuclear 

power plants safety assessment, 
— applic Jion of severe accident analysis for VVER type 

reactors and proposal of measures for the mitigation of 
their development and consequences. 

The second part of the Project influenced by NPPs opera
tors demands has been aimed at: 

— improvement of NPPs diagnostics, and implementation 
of operator support expert systems, 

— proposal and verification of new water chemistry to 
decrease the amount of radioactive wastes, and 

— experimental research of some corrosion problems. 
Accumulated know-how was also used to solve a numbr 

of other smaller research tasks, such as: 
— experimental and theoretical research of rod bundles 

hydrodynamics, 
— neutron capture therapy, etc. 
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PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

J.Dušek 

During 1990 our activity was focused on the necessa
ry preliminaries to the Probabilistic Safety Assessment Study 
for the nuclear power plant NPP Dukovany. (Within the frame 
work of this programme the NRI coordinates also research 
carried out at other five Czechoslovak organizations). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Uncontrolled withdrawal of a group of control 
assemblies 

Fast withdraal of a control assembly 

Interfacing loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) 

Coolant leakage through the rupture of the pipe 
of an equivalent diameter up to 13 mm 

The same for a range of 13-25 mm 

The same for a range of 25-200 mm 

The same for a range of 200-300 mm 

The same for a :ange of 300-350 mm 

The same for a diameter bigger than 350 mm 

Break of steam line betv. een steam generator and 
fast quickdosing valve 

Break of the main steam header 

Break of water feeding piping between steam 
generator and check valve 

Break oi the main feeding header 

Loss of service water system 

Failure of both turbogenerators, the causes of 
failure considered 

Collapse of the grid with both trubogeneralors out of 
control for power plant internal load 

Fires in nuclear power plant 

Inside floods 

T&'de 1: List of initiating events selected for the nuclear power 
plant Dukovany 

As one of the main results the identification of 18 initiating 
events listed in Table 1 should be mentioned. The analysis by 
an event tree method followed. 

Within the frame of the IAEA coordinated research 
programme was concluded (fulfilment of the IAEA contra* i No 
5045/RB, refinement of the event tree diagramme for the 
initiating event "small loss-of-coolant accident - small LOG A -
25 mm" /If. The same task has been worked out also by Hunga
rian and German teams, all teams solving a simplified version 
based on the event tree and on the criteria which were accept d 

for this co-ordinated research programme of the IAEA. This 
research included: 

— construction of an event tree diagram 
— description of front-line and support systems, 
— description of the methods applied 
— determination of success criteria 
— a function analysis 
— preparation of fault tree sets for individual systems and 

their processing for the computer programme 
PSAPACK. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Reactor building pressure supression system 

Core flooding system 

Low-pressure injection and recirculation system 
(ÍPIS) 

High-pressure injection and recirculation system 

Spray system 

Intermediate component cooling system 

Technological compartment cooling system 

Unitemiptible power system (1st category) 

Essential power system (2nd category) 

Service water system 

Unit protection system 

Gradual start-up automatics 

Emergency feedwater system (steam generators) 

Auxiliary feedwater system (steam generator) 

Steam dump stations (bli w-off into 
atmosphere of technological condenser) 

Table 2: Safety significant systems of NPP Dukovany 

The Final Report on the probabilistic safety assessment for 
VVER type reactors for the Regional IAEA Program 
RER/9/005/2/was finished and handed over. 

The main topic of this report was the analysis of the initiating 
event "accident with loss-of-coolant through the reactor coolant 
pipe break with an equivalent diameter of 500 mm (large 
LOCA) " for the NPP Dukovany. The functional and system 
event trees as well as the description of individual systems 
were prepared, system reliability analyses and evaluation of the 
event tree were also performed. 
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Fault trees necessary for the analysis of such initiating 
event were prepared using information kindly supplied by 
NPP Dukovany personnel. The list of fault bee for safety 
significant systems is in Table 2. 

This initiating event was preliminary evaluated at KWU 
Erlangen during a short stay of one of our co-workers, as up 
to now programs capable to assess such complex fault trees 
are not available here. The Swedish commercial program 
Reltree. which was used for computations, gave a core melt 
probability value of 5.10 . The most significant events were: 

— failure of Diesel generators during necessary mission 
ume -24h, 

— common cause failure during their start-up. 
— failure of motor-operated valve in venting piping 

leading from holding tank of the reactor building 
pressure suppression system (spurious opening). 

Negligible influence of failures of reactor building pressu
re suppression and spray systems on 'he operation of the 
emergency core cooling system during large LOCA was 
demonstrated for the NPP Dukovany by thermal hydraulic 
analysis /3/ (Fig. 1). 

Work started on the reliability comparison of alternative 
essential power systems: exlusive Diesel generators and Diesel 
generators p'us external grid. In 1990 early work on uncertainty 
analysis was also summarized /4/. 

Publications 

/ / / DACH, K. DUŠEK. J. - KAŠPAR, J. NAJIH AL-KAISI, - ŠÁMAL, V. - PATRÍK, M. - ALDORF, R. - ŠTĚPÁNEK. V. -
HOLÝ, J.: Progress Report for the Conrad IAEA 5045/RB "Probabilistic Modelling of a Small LOCA", "Reference Studies 
on Probabilistic Modelling of Accident Sequences", period 1.4.1989-313.1990, March 1990,93 pp. 

121 DACH, K, - HOJNÝ, V. - PATRlK, M. • ŠÁMAL, V. - HÁJEK. R. - ALDORF, R. • ANTES. M.: Final Report on Regional 
Programme IAEA RERI9I005 "Probabilistic Safety Assessment for WER-Type Reactors". March 1990,127 pp. 

13! DIENSTBIER, J. • HOJNÝ. V.: Influence of Pressure Suppression System Failures on Loss-of-Coolanl-Accident 
Mitigation at a Nuclear Power Plant with the WER-440 type-213 Reactor, NRI Řel. December 1990, 26 pp., to be 
publislied in Jaderná energie, Report UJV 9307(T) 1990. 

14/ HOLÝ, J.: Uncertainty Analysis in the Process of Reliability Estimation, Conttibulion to IAEA Technical Committee 
Meeting "The Use of Probabilistic Safety Analysis to Evaluate Nuclear Power Plant's Technical Specifications", 18-22 
June 1990. Report UJV 9200-T1990. 
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Fig. 1. Water inventory in the lpis sumps 

a - BP A BS Success 
b - BP & BS failure 
с - BP & BS failure + building failure with a diameter of 10m" 
when the pressure reaches 250 kPa inside the building 

Water inventory necessary for Filling the reactor and speu-fuel 
pit is 32S tonnes 
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SEVERE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

J. Kujal 

Serious efforts were devoted to the implementation and 
adaptation of Source Term Code Package (STCP) for severe 
accident analyses and for the evaluation of severe accident 
consequences /1.2/. This research on STCP system, e.g. 
MARCH 3, TRAP/MELT 3. VANESA. SPARC. THUA a 
NAUA codes, was performed mainly within the frame of the 
International Working Group on the use of STCP for VVER 
Reactors, sponsored by the IAEA. 

Adaptation and improvement of MARCH 31ed to the new 
modified version MARCH-3M which represents a convenient 
tool for VVER-440 analysis. This version includes the follo
wing main models and options: 

— New steam generator (SG) model which describes 
more precisely early stages of a transient and includies 
heat transfer area in the SG as a function of water level 
in the secondary side and forced or natural circulation 
conditions. There is also an option to involve the passi
ve decay heat removal system. 

— Passive decay heat removal from the primary system 
and the containment. 

— An option of another model for heating up and failure 
of the first grid plate bellow the core, 

— Spray cycling, 
— A multiple orifice flow model for energy and mass 

transfer among compartments. 
— A model of the bubble tower condenser system 

(VVER-440 Type 213 pressure suppression system). 

Other components of STCP were also modified which 
allowed to accelerate compulations and to facilitate ccJ-j 
handling. 

Analyses of VVER-440 units - Plant specific analyses 
were performed for units of 213 type (for example /3.4.5/) using 
STCP package the modified version MARCH 3M). AB.S2D. 
S2B and TMLB scenarios were analysed. Two examples of 
MARCH-3M results for AB sequence are shown in Fig. 1 
(pressure) and Fig. 2 (temperature). Radial and axial core melt 
penetration in the reactor cavity concrete wall is in Fig. 3. 

Analyses of VVER-1000 Units (Temelín) were also 
performed with STCP, initial stages of LOCA accident were 
analysed also with the CONTAIN and HEPRO codes /3.4.5/. 

Radiological consequences of severe accidents. For evalua
tion >:'. such consequences a set of codes (e.g. WSDUCH. 
SCHRAASLO) was adapted and improved. The codes were 
tested on the data obtained by environment monitoring after 
Chernobyl accident /6/ and were used in the Preliminary Safety 
Report for the LVR-15 experimental reactor for two scenaiv. 
of severe accident with and without building failure. For a 
more complex evaluation of severe accident radiological 
consequences implementation of the CRAC 2 code is currently 
being prepared. 

WER-440 213 AB 

Tig. 1 WtR-440/213 AB sequence, 
pressure in compartments. 
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Fig. 2 : WER-440/213 AB u q u n c t , 
hereetic room teaperature. 

Fig. 3 : WER-440/213 AB sequence, 
concrete penetration. 
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4.3 

THERMAL HYDRAULICS 

R. Pernica 

In 1990, a revised safety analysis report for the V-l NPP 
Units I and 2 was prepared. The thermal hydraulic analyses 
of events initiated by a loss of forced circulation in the primary 
system were performed at the NRI using the DYNAMIKA-
UJV code /1/ . Transients initiated by a loss of power to the 
primary coolant pump, by seizure of the primary coolant pump 
and by the main gate valve closure were analysed. Some results 
of calculations for a transient initiated by a loss of power to 2 
out of 6 operating primary coolant pumps at reactor nominal 
power (reactor power was limited only by feedback effects 
during the transient) are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Research aimed at a suitable mathematical description 
of experimentally determined conditions of boiling crisis 
has resulted in a proposal of new computational correlations for 
the boiling crisis. The developed correlations are valid tor 
water upflow in a regular triangular or square rod bundle. When 

Fig. 1, Loss of power to 2 out of 6 primary coolant pumps 
feedback reactivity effects 

using the correlations, it is recommended to apply the compu
tational model of an isolated channel and the average mass flux 
across the rod bundle. The corresponding model of "hot 
channel" and "hot pin" is widely used in computer codes for 
safety evaluation of PWRs in Czechoslovakia. 

The correlations are valid in a wide range of coolant para
meters: a pressure of 2-18 MPa, an average mass flux across a 
rod bundle of 50-7500 kgm' s' , a thermodynamic inle; quality 
of-1.2-0.3. The correlations are verified also for tight grids 
- relative pitches of the rod bundle are in the range from 1.02 
to 2.48.They are valid also for radially and axially non-uniform 
power distributions in the rod bundle: maximum to average 
pin power ratio up to 1.81, maximum axial distribution factor 
up to 1.68. 

Statistical analysis of the correlations has been perfonned 
on more than 5300 experimental points. The PI-1 correlation /2/ 
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4.3 

DNBR1 - I 

0.988 
8 10 12 

Time I в ] 

DNBR and probability that boiling 
crisis does not occur 

Fig. 2. Loss of power to 2 out of 6 primary coolant pumps 
feedback reactivity effects 

for the determination of critical heat flux by direct calculation 
has a mean value of 1.00 and a standard deviation of 0.146. 
The correlation PIX-1 /3/ which (iteratively) predicts the critical 
quality of water at the boiling crisis is of integral type and has 
a mean value of 1.01 and a standard deviation of 0.102. The 
statistical distribution of the random variable is log-normal in 
both cases. 

A comparison of statistical evaluation of various boiling 
crisis correlations has shown higher accuracy of the new corre

lations PI-1, P1X-1 /4/, the standard deviations are significantly 
lower. 

The use of the correlations together with the proposed 
probabilistic procedure /2/ makes possible a straightforward 
evaluation of the probability that the boiling crisis does not 
occur in the analysed transient processes (Fig. 2). The suggested 
approach contributes to the enhancement of the safety 
assessment level. 
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/// KYNČL, M. • SOMMER, J.: Revised Safety Analysis Report for the VI NPP. Chapter: Loss of Flow, Report ÚJV 9292 T, 
Řež I99J, (in Czech). 
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/31 PERNICA,R.: PIX-1 -Correlation for the critical steam quality in a rod bundlefor the model of isolated channel, Report 
ÚJV 9041 T, Řež 1990 (in Czech). 

14/ PERNICA, R. - ČÍŽEK, J.: Correlations of boiling crisis in a rod bundle for the model of isolated cliannel. Proceedings 
ofThermophysics 90", Obninsk, USSR, Sept. 25-28, /«90 (in Russian). 
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EXPERT SYSTEMS FOR NPPs OPERATOR SUPPORT 

I. Váša 

The progress in our research activities /1,2/ can be repre
sented as the following successive steps: 

— development of empty expert systems, 
— development of the support system architecture, 
— application. 
Two type* of empty expert systems were developed, name

ly RECON (rule-based expert system) and DIAG with 
Shachter's inference. 

RECON is an expert system that operates with knowledge 
which does not include uncertainty and which is represented in 
'.ules IF-THEN by forward chaining method with the appli
cation of "in wide" strategy. Rules in the base are always filled 
in good arrangement, i.e. the rules whose conclusions are 
used by a certain rule on its left side are listed before this rule. 
Thas, the base is cyclic and inference is done in such a way that 
to given data all rules are gradually applied in the same 
succession in which they are arranged in the base. 

DIAG is able to process logical and probabilistic depend
encies. Knowledge representation by influence charts makes it 
possible to represent maximum of information in a simple way 
which in the case of rule systems usually demands bigger efforts 
because of the database complexity. Module DIAG uses 
Shachter's inference which is carried out on the basis of 

graphic and probabilistic transformations (tum of corners and 
removal of nodes). Response times for database with logical 
relations are relatively short, however, there is general strict 
dependence on the number of nodes, on the number of each 
node states and on the database structure. The module DIAG 
gives possibility of ordering investigated hypotheses unlike 
pure logical systems. It can solveamuchbiggerclassof inference 
problems than rule systems can. The results are consistent with 
the probability theory. 

In the support system architecture the modul RECON is 
designed for early detection of accident initiating events, the 
modul DIAG can solve the problems of failure diagnostics. The 
modul ADVISE which is under development should give 
recommendations on the best operator behaviour at a given 
failure. The new original architecture is completed with 
additional modules for technological data receiving and 
preprocessing for interconnection and real-time function, 
for graphic communication and operational monitoring. 

As parts of the whole NPPs operator support system, 
two applications for operating modes inspections were prepa
red and tested at the NPP VVER 400 Dukovany, namely fo/ 
nominal operation and reactor shutdown with cooling. 

Publications 

/ / / FIŠER, V. - HOUŠKA. Z. - MIČKAL, V. - RYGL, J. - TSCHIESCHE, J. • V AŠ A, I. - ZBYTOVSKÝ, V.: Operator support system 
for the nominal regime and reactor shutdown and lite perspective of development), 
ÚJV Report No 9ISO T, kel June 1990 (in Czech) 

121 VÁŠA, I. • el all.: Expert systems for NPPs operator support. Profile review ÚJV 9287 T, January 1991. 
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4.5 

APPLIED REACTOR NOISE DUGNOSTICS 

P. Stulík 

Operational NPP Measurements 
Measurements during start-up and commissioning of our 

NPPs constituted the base for developing hardware and 
software necessary for advanced VVER 440 reactor internals 
diagnostics. 

After the measuring apparatus with optical isolation units 
for standard ionization chamber signal processing had been 
developed and tested /1/ , several ncise measurements were 
carried out during 1989-90 commercial operation of the NPP 
Dukovany /2,3/: 

Noise source description 
— pressure vibrations (0.6Hz), common to all reactor 

loops and originated in the pressurizer. are detected 
both by pressure sensors and by ionization chambers, 

— pressure non coherent noise (6.0Hz) is the original 
feature of each loop and by its nature presents a 
standing wave from the reactor output to the main 
circulating pump, 

— random vertical movement (8.5Hz) of the pressure 
vessel was detected both by displacement sensors and 
by ionization chambers, 

— a noise source of 11.9Hz was detected only by ion 
chambers and its identification is under way, 

— pressure vessel pendulum movement (13.8Hz) was 
detected by displacement sensors when ion chambers 
signal processing shows that the in-phase movement 
of the pressure vessel and internals can be assumed. 

Noise 
source 

frequency 
/Hz7 

0.6 
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11.9 

13.8 
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Power and burn-up influence (e.g. seen by ex-co-e ioni
zation chamber) is in Fig. 1. The following table qualifies it in 
more details: 
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Fig. 1. Ionization chamber (117) NPSD dependence of reactor 
power 
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Fig. 2. Phase relationships of ionization chambers (I), absolute 
(A) and relative (R) displacement sensors 

Fig. 2 shows phase relationships between different signals. 
The quality of the used measuring chain was determined by 
calibration experiments /4,5/ with the following results: 

— the transfer function and phase behaviour proved to 
be well acceptable; 

— noise/signal ratio for 1 -30 Hz can achieve 5.10' ; 
— core barrel movement resolution equivilent to the 

achieved noise/signal ratio is better than 1 цт. 

Ъ1 
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Noise Disgiiostk System for Reactor VVER-440 and 1000 
Vibration Monitoring. 

The developed experimental apparatus with optical isolation 
units has proved the possibility to detect internals vibration with 
the utilization of standard reactor instrumentation. As a result. 
the project of diagnostic system for the NPP Mochovce. unit 3 
and 4 based on SKODA concern demand, could be initiated 
and carried out. 

The general overview of the system and application 
program structure is shown in Fig. 4 with highlighted system 
level (monitoring or diagnostic) where programs are running 
on. The short program description is given in the following 
paragraphs. 

The program ACQ digitizer analog and mean signals of 
connected ion chambers, pressure and displacement sensors 
with subsequent transfer to local computer memory for the 
further FFT processing by the program FAM. 
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Fig. 3. DVI system configuration Fig. 4. Basic DVI software structure 

Some important features of this system (structure in Fig. 3) 
are given below: 

— a multi-unit configuration 
— galvanic opto separation of up-to 8 standard ex-core 

ionization chambers 
— input pulse train from ionization chambers is 

processed in two output components - mean and noise 
(0.1-30 Hz) 

— the changes in the frequency domain are monitored 
automatically by a system using Piety statistical 
descriptor algorithm 

— detected changes ar further evaluated to gi* e 
deflection and deter ,r. of core barrel movement 
within corresponding frequency hand 

— resulting data are stored automatically in the case of 
anom ..y events when descriptors exceed settled limits. 

For basic noise signal processing we have chosen algorithm 
known as SPEC-DEC which enables us to overcome 
disadvantageous ionization chambers layout. 

The determination of core barrel mid plane deflection 
from separated noise components (SPEC-DEC) is based on 
the idea of harmonic oscillator, SPEC-DEC provides also the 
determination of vibration angle. 

As deflection computations arc based on the frequency 
band analysis, continuous processing of frequency spectra is 
necessary. For automatic monitoring of changes in* the 
frequency domain during routine NPP operation an algrorithm 
by Piety was chosen and verified. 

The program package FAM in ludes two programs - FFT 
for fast Fourier transformation and monitoring SAM. 

The program SAM /6/ for automatic frequency domain 
surveillance is the fundamental continuously running part of 
the program package FAM, if its activity can be decomposed into 
incoming time signal testing, theoretical limits computation 
of pattern recognition criterions, correction of theoretical 
limits, and time unlimited comparison between computed discri
minate. 

The diagnostic program package DNV is constituted by two 
programs - DIANA and MODEL. The program DIANA is a 
code for noise signal separation processing (SPECDEC) and 
computation of core barrel mid reactor plane deflections. 
Overall DIANA code numeric resolution for code barrel vibra
tions can be rounded off to 5 urn. 

The program MODEL will include user friendly match 
between results of experimental, computational models and 
results coming from processed plant measurements made by 
the system DVI. Algorithm selection and program code is now 
under development. 

In cooperation with the National Institute for Machine 
Design, Běchovice we have started to develop a physical 
model of the pressure vessel with internals which should help 
to find methods for comparison between plant data and results 
of experimental and computation models /7/. Core barrel model 
measurements for the NPP Temelin and Mochovce start-up has 
been initialed /8/. 
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4.5 

Тле program hierarchy management and operator processor system DP on the control site of the whole NPP 
communication (interactive dialogue, printouts, etc.) are reali- diagnostic system (Figs. 3 and 4). 
zed by the supervising program MGR which resides at the 
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WATER CHEMISTRY OF PRIMARY SYSTEMS 

K. Jindřich, M. Zmítko, J. Kysela 

The main task of the research was to Find the possibility 
of reducing activated corrosion products transfer in primary 
circuits. One of the promising methods includes permanent 
decrease of the system redox potential. The decrease of about 
300 mV could be achieved by the presence of a minimum 
surplus of hydrazin while all essential safety criteria of primary 
circuit operation were observed /1/ (mainly, the maximum 
admissible hydrogen concentration). 

The results of full-scale experiments (nuclear power 
plant Rheinsberg) are as follows: 

— Corrosion rate decreased by at least 15%. 
— Specific radioactivity of deposits on primary circuit 

surfaces decreased by 10-50% (Co-59, Co-60, Mn-54, 
Fe-59). 

— Corrosion layer became derse and lustrous as compa
red with the standard layer which is non-compact and 
dull. 

— Usual radioactive spikes during reactor transients were 
absent. 

— The amount of mass transported in the primary 
system did not increase. 

Characteristic influence of different types of deconta
mination on corrosion of stainless steel (304 L) was found as 
follows/2.3/: 

a) chemical decontamination processes in contrast to 
electrochemical ones do not enhance original corrosion rate of 
a given steel, 

b) electrochemical decontamination increases deposition 
rate on the surface as compared with not-decontaminated steel 
material, 

c) concentration of Cr in a corrosion layer is always the 
lowest after electrochemical treatment. 

The electrochemical method for reproducible sampling 
of a corrosion layer in steam generator header was established 
/4/. 

Mathematical modelling of corrosion products transfer 
in the primary circuit continued by competing a physico-chemi
cal model which describes behaviour of corrosion products, as 
ions, colloids and particles /5/. 

Publications 

/ / / KYSELA,J. -JINDŘICH, К.- el all.: Influence of Hydrazine and higher pll on Corrosion Product Layer of Ausienilic 
Steel, Proceedings of Conference on Water Chemistry of Nuclear Reactor System, BNES, London, 1989. 

121 JINDŘICH, К. • HAMERSKÁ, H. • KYSFLA, J.: The Influence ofDecontamination on Corrosion Rate ofStainless Steels, 
Conference on Corrosion Problems of Energetic Mechanical Engineering, Mariánské Lázni, 1989. 

/31 JINDŘICH, К. - KYSELA, J.: The Influence of Surface Treatment of Steam Generator Tubes on Corrosion Product 
Deposition, Conference on Increase of Operational Reliability and Lifetime of Steam Generators, oslrava, 1989. 

141 ZMtTKO, M. - MADANSKÝ. V. • BÁRTA. O.: Jaderná energie 36, (8), 1990 {in Czech). 
I5l ZMlTKO, M.: Theoretical Approach to Description of Some Corrosion Products Transport Processes in PWRs Primary 

Circuit, Report NRI9I98T.I990. 

The code DISER calculated surface activity of primary 
circuit equipment (steam generator, fuel elements, coolant 
pipe and others), activity of the coolant and some other charac
teristics of nuclear power plants. It also makes possible the 
evaluation of the influence of individual factors and para
meters on the corrosion products behaviour and radioactivity 
build-up (e.g. influence of water chemistry parameters of 
coolant purification system, construction material composition, 
etc.). 

For the optimization of water chemistry and mini
mization of personnel exposure, the influence of high tempe
rature pH value on surface activity is of primary importance. 
Fig. 1 shows uie effect of the coolant pH value for VVER-440 
and VVER-1000 on the maximum surface activity in the 
steam generator and on fuel elements after the first reactor cycle. 

SC - max surface activity in steam gener. 
AZ - max surface activity in reactor core 
(calculations by computer code DISER) 

Co 6 0 - e f f e c t of pH 
VVER-440 and 1000 (1 EFPY) 

рНЗОО 

Fig. 1. Dependence of maximum surface activity on high tempe
rature pH 
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CORE CONTROL IN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

M. Lehmann 

The possibility of the implementation of an advanced core 
control system with automatic power distribution control was 
studied with the aim to upgrade NPP Temelín (VVER-
1000) design. The enhancement of load-following capability 
of VVER-1000 units should be one of the possible benefits. 

a) The basic principles of such control systems follo
wing experience of western manufacturers (e.g. Siemens, 
Framatome) were proposed, a mathematical model of the 
system's main functions was developed /1/ . The controller 
makes use of two types of cluster banks: 

-Operation banks (D) for the compensation of power 
reactivity effect and partially for that of non-stationary poiso
ning. The minimization of the influence of D-banks movement 
on axial power distribution was achieved be a decrease in 
efficiency of individual D-banks, by introducing of high level 
overlapping and by the selection of operating band of D 1 
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bank at full power (stationary poisoning state) near the centre of 
a core. 

•A special, highly efficient bank (L) for direct control of the 
axial powe. control. Properties of selected D-banks allow to keep 
L-bank during steady-state operation fully withdrawn out of the 
core. Insertion/withdrawal of L-bank is envisaged mainly 
during power changes which supports the process. L-bank must 
therefore be operated by a relatively independent regulator 
(regulator of axial power distribution). 

b) The model of the regulator was implemented into 
modular three-dimensional physical macrocode system 
MOBY-DICK to analyse intermediate and long-time dynamics 
of VVER type cores. The applicability of the proposed regu
lation system to the securing of high degree of power 
distribution stability during representative transients was 
tested, some results of 3-dimensional computations are 
shown in Figures 1 a) and b) taken over from ref. /1/ . 
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/// LEHMANN, M. - HRABÁNEK, J.: Project of and advanced control system for NPP Temelín. Report ŮJV 9294 R,T, 1990 
(inCzech). 
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4.8 

MEASUREMENTS OF GAMMA-RADIATION ABSORBED DOSE RATE 
IN VERTICAL CHANNELS OF THE LVR-15 REACTOR 

O. Erben 

For the demands of safe operation and irradiation in the 
LVR-15 reactor with the new core, the distribution of absorbed 
dose rale of gamma-radiation (Q) along the vertical axis of 
individual channels was established. A calorimetric probe 
with wolfram absorbing elements was used for the purpose. 

The results are shown in Fig. 1 (Irradiation channel F3 
is positioned in the core and is surrounded by fuel assemblies, 
other channels G2, HI. A9 and A10 are on the periphery and 
the distance from the core centre is increased tor each sub
sequent channel. The description of the experiments, analysis of 
obtained data ind its results are in /1/. 

0.2 03 
him] 

Fig. l.Axial distribution along the channel height (h)of absorbed 
dose rate of gamma-radiation in irradiation channels 

Publication 

/// ERBEN. O. - SLOVÁČEK, M. - ZEROLA. L.: Measurements of gamma-radiation absorbed dose rate in 
channels of the LVRI5 reactor. Report ÚJV 9046 R, T. 1990 (in Czech). 

vertical 
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4.9 

MICRODIAGNOSTIC NOISE ANALYSIS 

J. Vavřín 

Coolant pressure fluctuations. ISÍS1 

Spectral analysis of diagnostic signal noise compo
nents established modal characteristic of hydroHynamic oscilla
tions and acoustic standing wave in the coolant, as well as 
pressure fluctuations in 5th and 6th loop (4th unit of Duko
vany NPP) caused by vibration of primary circuit components 
under nominal operational conditions /1/ . 

The results confirmed that noise components of diagnostic 
signals of coolant pressure fluctuations include information 
about various physical phenomena distant from the measured 
point. For the operational diagnostics vibrations of primary 
circuit components and those of core internals are the most 
important. Spectral statistical characteristics during normal 
operation proved to be of reference value. 

Impact oscillations of a reactor core barrel. 
Noise analysis of coolant pressure fluctuations in the prima

ry circuit at symmetrical and asymmetrical coolant inflow estab
lished that local frcguency bands near the second and the fourth 
subharmonics of reactor coolant pump rotation frequency 
contain indications on impact oscillations of a reactor core 
barrel 121. Asymmetric coolant inflow due to operation of five of 
the six pumps causes a non-equilibrium of hydrodynamic forces 
on the reactor core barrel as well as excitation periodic force with 
frequency near to that of the core barrel and its internals. 

In dependence on static clearance between (he core barrel 
and the pressure vessel and on rigidity of the core barrel and 
excitation force amplitude, the contact is established either each 
second or each forth period of reactor coolant pump frequency 
/3/. 

Publications 

/// PETERKA, F. - VACÍK, J.: Causes of chaotic motion in mechanical systems with impacts. European Mecharics 
Colloquium on Application of Chaos Concepts to Mechanical Systems. University of Wupperlall, FRG, September 26-29, 
1988. 

I2l PETERKA, F.: Introduction to Vibration of Meclianical Systems with Internal Impacts. Academia Publishing House, 
Prague. 1981 (in Czech). 

/3/ VAVŘÍN, J.: Noise Analysis of Asymmetrical Coolant Inflow Effect on Reactor Core Barrel Vibrations, Report ÚJV 9183 
T. Řež. 1990 (in Czech).' 
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Fig. 1. Auto-power spectral density of coolant pressure fluctua
tions at equilibrium and at nonequilibrium statg. 

Results of noise analysis during asymmetrical coolant inflow 
are applicable to diagnostics of reactor internals vibrations where 
impact oscillations could result not only from a non-equilibrium 
of hydrodynamic forces, but also due to a disturbance of correct 
function of reactor internals. Fig. 1. 



4.10 

THERMOMECHANICAL ANALYSES OF NUCLEAR FUEL 

M. Valach, F. Pazdera 

Theoretical and experimental research on fuel elements 
behaviour served both the needs of State Regulatory Body on 
Nuclear Safety and nuclear power plant operators. An 
important part of the research activities included modes as well 
as the modelling of operational steady-state transient 
processes. In co-operation with IAE Moscow the common 
version of the code PIN-micro was prepared which is able 
to predict (pellet-cladding) gap conductivity, fission gas 
release and pressure. The codes verification was done on the 
basis of experimental data obtained from the Soviet partner /1/. 
This code which is partially validated for VVER type fuel 
elements will be handed over to NEA (OECD) Data Bank in 
France. 

The next logical step in developing an advanced integral 
computer code for modelling fuel behaviour during transients 
in the new code CEFEUS. This code gives better description of 
fuel-cladding axial interaction as well as pellet cracking. 
The global structure of the code is finished (Fig. 1), and its 
basic physical models were completed /2,3/. 

Flow chart for CEFEUS: 

NEXT TIME STEP 

< OAP COMOUCTANCt X * 

CONVCROÍNCÉ cRiiemoM / 

UNELAStlC 0CFOHM 
with ANIS * SWELLING 

To support this theoretical part of the research, necessary 
experiments were carried out and some new experimental faci
lities were constructed. (We should mention the facility for 
burst-test of irradiated cladding tubes). 

Interesting qualitative results were obtained during burst 
experiments with ZrlNb cladding tubes (inner layer of pure 
Zirconium - (duplex)), where the influence of iodine and 
proportional loading was tested. 

For our State Regulatory Body on Nuclear Safety we have 
developed an advanced code which can simulate fuel rod 
thermomechanical response under different accident conditions. 
The standard code FRAS was modified and implemented into 
IBM PC computers /4,5/. 

For severe accidents we have designed the first version of 
the computer code FRAS-SFD (Fuel Rod Analysis System -
Severe Fuel Damcge) which involves a physical model of UO2 
dissolution by a molten clad material held by solid compact layer 
of ZrCb. The code was used for the calculation of interna
tional standard problem No 28 (PHEBUS В 9 Experiment)/6/. 
As the most important physical phenomenon during severe fuel 
degradation is its high temperature oxidation, we had to develop 
a new oxygen diffusion model - FRAOXI-1 /7/. Fig. 2 repre
sents the moving of reaction layers in ZircaIoy-4 during chemi
cal interaction of UO2 pellet with cladding in steam (steam 
supply was stopped after 1500 seconds). This model included 
into the FRAS-SFD system actually enabled us to take part in 
the PHEBUS В 9+Experiment. 

The majority of experimental results will be stored in the 
database which was completed in 1990 (Fig. 3). 
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4.10 
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Fig. 3. Structure of the database for high-temperature experimental data on cladding properties 
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4.11 

THERMAL HYDRAULIC COMPUTATIONS OF NUCLEAR REACTOR 
CORES 

J. Schmid, P. Muhlbauer 

Analytical and theoretical efforts were directed to two 
main fields. The first part of work dealt with development 
and verification of various types of turbulence models for 
two-dimensional compulation of turbulent flow by means of 
the finite element method / 1 / . As an example, experimental 
and analytical distributions of wall shear stress on a rod of a 
triangular regular rod bundle are shown in Fig. 1. 

The second part of the research comprised three 
dimensional compulation of the flow of ideal and viscous fluid 
in complex ilow channels, e.g. nuclear reactor primary circuit 
components ai d fuel subassemblies. Both velocity and tempe
rature field were computed (2.3.4) by the finite element method. 
In Fig. 2. a flow of ideal fluid through a central part of 
wire-spaced fuel subassembly is outlined a» trajectories of 
subassembly flow section. 

^ W / T M 

) 0 e | . - + - M O O E L A "I 7 
- * - MODEL! -j / 

"- MODEL С I— - f •"•}£ 

Fig. 1. Relative wall shear stress - Basic flow cell Fig. 2. Trajectories of three particles in the central part of 
wire-spaced fuel subiss .ibly flow section 
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EXPERIMENTAL HYDRODYNAMICS 

F.ManUík,J.Hejna 

In 1990 the programme of investigation of local hydro-
dynamical time-averaged mean flow and tuibukni charac 
teristics in a model of a part of a fast reactor fuel 
subassembly continued. Measurements. treatment and 
evaluation of turbulent characteristics (field of Reynolds 
stress tensor components', in the region of group displacement 
of fuel rod at a peripheral position of the model with and 
without the filling rods were finished. 

The fact that the region studied can be separated into two 
parts from the point of view of transverse transport of momentum 
was an important finding. The first part having slight changes 
of flow section geometry has the turbulent characteristics close 
to those of a circular tube, the second part with large 
geometricil changes has. in contrary to the first one. very large 

peripheral gradients of all turbulent characteristics which lead 
to high turbulence anisobopy f- tors. The results of measure
ments are presented in / 1 / and - example of distribution of 
axial velocity fluctuations in *' • •: form of iso-lines is outlined 
in Fig. 1. The results of this research can be apptl.J to turbulent 
flow in channels with complex, axially varying cross section. 

In order to supplement the knowledge on the development 
of the flow along the model axis in the case of a group 
displacement, measurement of axial velocity and of its axial 
fluctuation was performed at the regular flow cell centre of 
gravity and Jong the axis of a model of fast reactor 
subassembly periphery. The change of wall shear stress distri
bution along the model length was also measured. The results 
of measurement showed that at the measuring section (z/dhk = 

spogyyj 
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Fig. I. Novels of a longitudinal turbulence intensity 
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Fig. 4. Static pressure longitudinal distribution in a model HEM-3 

109.7) the turbulent flow was fully developed and no inlet 
effects were present, but, on the other hand, some effect of the 
model spacer grids is possible. The results of this measurement 
are important for the assessment of all the research of flow 
through the central and peripheral region of the fast reactor 
subassembly- performed so far, and are published in /2/. In Fig. 
2 the distribution of axial fluctuation 

of axial velocity at a point of flow section along the model 
length is shown. 

With the aim to determine the accuracy and repro
ducibility of measurement of turbulent flow charac
teristics by thermo-anemometry, the comparison 
measurements on the model corner rod were performed. 
These measurements resulted in recommendations as to the 
methods and organizational structure of long-term thermoa-
nemometric experiments. 

With direct link to the previous measurements of local 
hydrodynamical characteristics on a model of a fast reactor fuel 
subassembly, the new model of the central region of a 
subassembly (HEM-3) was equipped with a wire spacer 
simulating a real subassembly. Model cross-section at measu
ring section and basic geometrical characteristics are given in 
Fig. 3. 

The model is designed for the measurement of local hydro-
dynamical characteristics, i.e. wall shear stress distribution, 
fields of mean velocity and turbulent characteristics around 
the model central rod. In Fig. 3 locations of measuring devices 
on rotable measuring rods (No. 1, 2, 3,4) are also shown. After 
measurement of static pressure distribution on model 
wrapper along its length (Fig. 1) the experiments were 
interrupted since the contract was stopped by the contractor. 
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HEJNA, J. - MANTÚK, F. - SCHMID, J.: Experimental investigation of local hydrodynamic characteritics of aperipheral 
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4.13 

NEUTRON BEAMS FOR NEUTRON CAPTURE THERAPY 

J. Burian 

Research on an attractive therapeutic method - Boron 
Neutron Capture Therapy continued on the reactor LVR-15. As 
the equipment was remodelled for epithermal neutrons, the 
necessary transport calculations had to be performed and as a 
result a new filtering block was chosen. The block is composed 
of lead graphite and aluminium layers. The beam parameters 
were experimentally confirmed, some preliminary results were 
published in/1/. Very interesting distributions were obtained 
from measurements of thermal neutrons in the phantom of a 
human head. The results are shown in Fig. 1 for thermal and 
epithermal beams, as well as for the epithermal beam with 12 cm 
thick Bi filter. 

Publication 

/// BURIAN. J. - MAREK. M.- RATAJ. J: Neutron beam parameters on LVR-15 reactor for neutron capture therapy. 4th 
Symposium on BNCT. Sydney. Australia. December 1990. 
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4.14 

RESEARCH ON LiPb BLANKET FOR ITER REACTOR 

V. Šulc 

During 1990 the laboratory technology for the alloy 
with composition near LipPbss was established and 15 kg of 
such alloy was produced. The necessary chemical analyses 
(for main components) were also developed. 

Three main experimental facilities were operated: 
1) The autoconvection loop for research 

of blanket channel hydrodynamics under 
cyclic heat generation conditions. 

2) The experimental channel for the re
search of temperature distribution and 
material thermal stress resistance. 

3) The loop for the investigation of material 
corrosion. 

The control and regulation system of experimental facilities 
was reconstructed. The filling device for an alloy (useful volume 
of 20 1) with the control system was designed and fabricated. 
Several designs of ITER channel models were developed; 
the heating is provided by helium, and water cooling is used. 
The autoconvection loop was tested and its thermal and hydro-
dynamic characteristics were established. 

The experimental program is oriented to the investigation of 
some design aspects for the blanket of the fusion reactor ITER. 

The preparation of specimens for the first phase of expe
rimental research was under way. 
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THE REACTOR MATERIALS RESEARCH 

J. Žďárek 

In recent years the main objective of the Reactor Mate
rials Research Division was to develop laboratories and proce
dures for the surveillance program of the pressurized water 
reactors operating in Czechoslovakia and for the Quality Assu
rance Program (QA) of the manufactured pressure vessel 
steels. The hot and semi-hot laboratories, irradiation facility 
at the research reactor and specialized microstructural labo
ratories have been built. 

All mechanical test procedures including the most 
advanced fracture mechanics procedures were verified, re
search and test programs carried out to provide data for the 
manufacturer of the pressure vessel and electrical utiliuVs 
SKODA Co., to fulfill the QA program as well as the life 
assessment of the vessel. 

Several inservice failures assessments including detai
led microstructural studies have been carried out with high 
appreciation from the utilities. 

Several new projects have recently been started. The 
integrity assessment of the primary system components, the 
stress corrosion cracking and both neutron radiation and 
hydrogen charging influence on the fracture toughness ofbaini-
tic steel as well as utility oriented service including specia
lized software development such as the failure assessment of 
the i\icl element cover. 

Two most important programmes just started are the 
research support for reactor pressure vessel annealing and 
the leak-befor-break technology application. Both projects are 
aimed at the first generation NPP at Jaslovske Bohunice. 
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IRRADIATION RESPONSE OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL STEELS 
OF THE NPP DUKOVANY 

Т. 

Irradiation damage of all reactor pressure vessels of the 
Czechoslovak production is monitored by a material puliation 
surveillance program. There are six sets of specimens placed near 
the inner wall of the pressure vesel. These sets of specimens are 
destined for static tension testing, impact notch toughness 
testing and for static fracture touhgness testing and they are 
supplemented by necessary sets of neutron fluence indicators 
and irradiation temperature monitors. Complete results of 
the mechanical properties evaluation of the surveillance speci
mens after every period of operation are given in internal 
reports (e.g. /1-3/). The survey of hitherto existing results 
was published in /4/. The analysis of irradiation embrittle-
ment results was given in /5/ and /6/. 

Table 1. Contents of Ni. Cu and P (weight %) in RPV '.eels 

Type 
base 
base 

base 
base 

weld 
weld 

Heat No. 

28 313 
34 589 
41230 
39 655 
81797 
76 306 

Ni 
0.07 
0.11 
0.23 
0.10 
0.05 
0.05 

Cu 
0.07 
0.08 

0.09 
0.08 

0.11 
0.06 

? 
0.014 
0.017 

0.015 
0.017 
0.017 
0.010 

Four reactor pressure vessels operating at the nuclear 
power plant Dukovany are characterized by four different heats 
of steel of 15CH2MFAA type and only two different heats 
of welding material. As for chemical composition and mecha
nical properties in unirradiated state, there do not exist any large 
differences between individua! heats of base metal and weld 
metal either. The contents oi elements contributing most to 
the radiation sensitivity of steels is given in Tab. 1. 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of surveillance specimens of 
base metal (heat No. 28 313). 

Fluence lO^m 2 

RP0.2 MPa 
RB MPa 
Am % 
Tk degC 
KCVm„J/cm2 

unirr. 
0 

527 

639 
13.8 
-44 
246 

1 year 
96 

632 
730 
12.8 

0 
204 

2 years 
170 
645 

730 
11.8 

28 

196 

3 years 
250 
701 

759 
10.3 

42 

191 

Table 3. Mechanical properties of surveillance specimens of 
weld metal (heat No. 76 306). 

Fluence 10"m'z 

RP0.2 MPa 
Ra MPa 

Aio % 
Tk degC 
KCVm„ J/cm2 

unirr. 
0 

439 
575 
18.4 

-5 
170 

1 year 
98 

570 
648 

13.1 

32 
147 

2 years 
175 

599 
658 

11.9 
51 

157 

3 years 
260 
650 

709 
10.0 

66 
150 

The typical results of mechanical properties measurement 
of both base metal and weld metal are given in Tabs 2 and 
3. The situation at the end of the design lifetime is due to high 
lead factor represented by values of mechanical properties at 
a fluence of 2.5 x 1022 m for the base metal and at a fluence of 
1.4 x 1022m'2for the weld met?' Comparison of VVER-440 
surveillance results with Reg. Guide 1.99, Rev. 1 as well as 
USSR Code reveals that transition temperature shifts of both 
materials are mostly below the lower limit trend line. 

The effect of the neutron fluence (0.5 MeV) on the transi
tion temperature shift is depicted in Fig. 1 (base metals) and Fig. 
2 (weld metals). The mean value of the slopes of the regression 
lines in log-log coordinates is 0.5610.14. This value is in 
disagreement with the value of 1/3 used as a rule in USSR Code, 
but it is very close to the value of 0.5 which is often used for 
steels of western provenance. 
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POSTIRRADIATION ANNEALING OF REACTOR PRESSURE 
VESSEL STEEL 

M. Vacek 

Particular emphasis in the solution of the task "Postirra-
diation annealing of reactor pressure vessel steel" in the period 
from October 1989 to December 1990 was put on improving 
irradiation temperature of Charpy-V specimens, conditions of 
their annealing and on the development of the fracture toughness 
tests of the RCT type specimens. 

The new type of a carrier with 40 Charpy-V specimens in 
the French Chouca type rig was tested. Specimens are located 
in the carrier as force fit. Irradiation temperature of all 40 
Charpy-V specimens in the rig was 270 ± 10°C. The tempe

rature was measured by thermocouples built in Charpy-V speci
mens. 

The effect of reannealing at 460°C/168 h in inert atmos
phere on surface oxidation of specimens and dimension stabi
lity of the carrier with Charpy-V specimens was tested with good 
results. 

Cooling and heating fracture toughness testing 
equipment of unirradiated and irradiated 0 3 RCT type speci
mens was finished and successfully tested. 

Publication 
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THE INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT OF PRIMARY SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

L. Pečínka 

The principle task is to develop procedures for advanced 
stress state analysis and primary piping integrity assessment/1/. 
The overall flowchart of the estimation methods is given in Fig. 
1. The NPP Dukovany is analysed in detail, application to other 
NPP's is possible and will be required in the case of 
"leak-before-break" (LBB) technology application. In 1990 
the stress analysis database was developed. Using three-
dimensional finite element computer codes, the following 
databases are finished and stored on magnetic tapes 

— main circulating pump housing, see Fig. 2 (11; 
— elbows OD 560/90° and OD 560/70° /3/. 
— bend OD 560/30° /3/, 
— T joints (nozzles) OD 560/80 and OD 560/100 /3/. 
In all the cases the normalized forces 10 or 103 N, moments 

10 Nm and inner pressure 10 MPa were used as load condi
tions.In the case of defect occurrence in a component, the real 
stress state will be obtained from the database values and the 
actual acting forces vector. For integrity assessment the R6 and 
MPA methods will be used. For calculation of the low cycle 
fatigue damage in primary piping weld mel.il. the stress state 
for all operating regimes was calculated /4/. 

The coolant pressure and temperature operational history 
are obtained from the NPP parameters record system. Fora 
more precise knowledge of the temperature fields in critical 
sections of piping systems the additional measurement project 
was prepared and implemented. 64 NiCr-Ni thermocouples 
are installed. All measured data are summarized and stored in a 
graphical form. 

Fig. 2. Housing of the main circulating pump 
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Fig. 1.The Integrity Assessment of Primary System Components 
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COMBINATION OF RADIATION AND HYDROGEN DAMAGE 
OF REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL STEEL 

K. Šplíchal, M. Ruščák, J. Otruba 

Corrosive effect of primary coolant significantly affects 
cracks initiation and propagation in both the base metal and 
heat affected zone (HAZ) after a corrosion-resistant cladding 
failure of the reactor pressure vessel. One of the decisive mecha
nisms of subcritical crack growth in primary coolant is the 
hydrogen induced embrittlement, which will be affected by 
hydrogen release during corrosion process and by residual 
hydrogen from the welding. The aim of our examination is 
the determination of fracture toughness of both unirradiated 
and irradiated CrMoV steel as well as the determination of the 
embrittlement of HAZ of CrMoV and CrNiMoV steels in the 
dependence on the hydrogen content. 

Experimental conditions 
Low-alloyed CrMoV and CrNiMoV steels are used for the 

VVER440and VVER 1000 pressure vessels. The two layers 
overlay on the heavy-walled steel plates was produced by a.i 
automatic submerged arc welding machine with aus'enitic strip. 
Welded parts were heat treated at 665°C with CrMoV steel and 
at 625°C and 650°C with CrNiMoV steel. Charpy-V speci
mens 10x10x55 mm with the cycle-induced crack were 
used for the fracture toughness measurements. These speci
mens were irradiated at 288°C and a fluency of 8.7x10 nnť 
E0.5 MeV. Tensile test specimens 3 mm in diameter were 

prepared from the 6-8 mm thick HAZ. Both types of test 
specimens were then cathodically hydrogen charged inalM 
H2SO4 solution. 

Fracture toughness of CrMoV steel 
The temperature and fracture toughness relationiships are 

shown for both unirradiated and irradiated steels in the initial 
state and after hydrogen charging (up to the hydrogen content 
between 3.5 and 4.5 ppm) in Fig. 1. The shift of the 
transition temperature determined as the maximum tempe
rature at which brittle fracture initiation appeared was 
60°C for the unirradiated hydrogen charged steel and 
fracture for the irradiated hydrogen uncharged steel. The 
combined effect of irradiation and hydrogen charging leads to 
a total shift in the transition temperature by 80°C. The transient 
temperature shift for Kcj = 100 MPa m was 30°C for the 
irradiated steel and 60°C for the hydrogen charged steel. The 
higher hydrogen content with both the irradiated and the unirra
diated steels leads to the reduction of the upper shelf of the 
transition curves (Fig. 1.). This effect is more pronounced in 
Fig. 2 where the dependences are presented in the form of the 
relation of fracture toughness on hydrogen content at room 
temperature. Both curves for irradiated and unirradiated 
steels are characterized by two regions in which fracture 
toughness does not depend on hydrogen content. These regions 
are separated by an interval where the decrease in KCJ with 
hydrogen content is evident /1/. 

Hydrogen troppir.g and embrittlement of HAZ 
HAZ after welding contains between 1.9 and 2.3 ppm of 

hydrogen with CrMoV steel and between 2.1 and 3.9 with 
CrNiMoV steel. After annealing, the hydrogen content in the 
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HAZ falls down to values in a range of 0.6 to 1.6 ppm, which 
compare with the values for the base metal. 

The increased sensitivity of the HAZ after welding with 
respect to hydrogen trapping is more evident after electrolytic 
hydrogen charging, which was carried out with HAZ CrMoV 
steel samples in a range of hydrogen content between 2 and 11 
ppm and with HAZ CrNiMoV steel samples in a range of 2.5 to 
14 ppm. 

The ductility decrease of specimens from the HAZ after 
annealing depends on hydrogen content and its dependence is 
similar to that observed with the base material (Figs. 3 and 4). 

The decrease in the ductility after hydrogen charging 
becomes markedly evident for unannealed HAZ, especially in 
the case of CrNiMoV steel. When hydrogen content exceeds S 
ppm in the HAZ of CrNiMoV steel and 10 ppm in HAZ of 
CrMoV steel, the effect is so marked that a full loss of ductile 
behaviour occurs /2/. 
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Fig. 4. The effect of hydrogen content on the elongation of both 
annealed and unannealed HAZ with CrNiMoV steel. 
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MICROSTRUCTURE OF IRRADIATION DAMAGE OF NRPV STEELS 

J. Kočík and E. Keilová 

Microstructural changes of the surveillance specimens of 
the VVER type ferritic steel after the neutron irradiation at 
260°C have been studied by transmission electron microsco
py. In addition to a small amount of the dislocation 
substructure recovery, the characteristic radiation-induced 
defects were found starting from a neutron fluence of 4 x 
1023m 2 /E 1 MeV/. The "black-dots" concentrated to dislo
cation lines co-exist with small, resolvable dislocation loops 
at Kglrer neutron fluences (Fig. 1). The refinement of small 
carlnde particles has also been revealed, mainly in the ferrilic 
grjins of the weld metal. Heterogeneous clusters of h>gh densi

ty defects localized in the vicinity of carbide particles and 
dislocations appear within ferritic grains at fluences as high as 
9.10rV2(Fig.2.) . 

Contrary to that, no discernible radiation-induced defects 
were observed in specimens of the same material irradiated at 
the corresponding fluences in the NRI testing-reactor, where the 
neutron flux is one order of magnitude higher than in power 
reactors. In addition, the presence of a small vacancy-rich 
component in the radiation damage structure was proved by 
positron annihilation spectroscopy, in samples irradiated in 
both power-reactor and testing-reactor. 

5 , *JL^ 

Fig . l . Fig. 2. 
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REACTOR LVR 15 

E. Listí к 

In 1990 the reconstruction of the exprimental reactor LVR. 
IS was finished, the new set of main circulation pumps was 
manufactured. These pumps proved to be corrosion resistant, and 
thus the problem which had arisen dueto corrosion of previous 
design pumps was solved. Aluminium absorption rod guide 
tubes were also replaced. In November 1990 (he core was loaded 
with 28 fuel assemblies of the ГЯГ-2М type (ttO% U 235 
enrichment). This core configuration permits the operation at 8 
MW thermal power (a target power of 15 MW will be reached 
stepwise after certain burnup is completed the core enlarged 
to 36 fuel assemblies and surrounded with beryllium reflector). 

FUEL: IRT-M (Soviet Union, 80% U 235 enrichment) 
mixed Be-demi water reflector 
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At the end of the year 1990 the routine op:ration of the 
reactor for experimental programs and irradiat on purposes 
started. An essential part of the experiments is the irradiation of 
structure materials. 

As an important feature of the completed reconstruction we 
should mention the enhancement of experimental possibilities 
given by additional equipment, for example by rigs for the 
irradiation of silicon. 

The present LVR. 15 core configuration is shown in Fig. 
I. The general irradiation possibilities of the reactor are listed 
inTabkl. 

I) Basic spectral parameters of the LWR-15 neutron field 
Yield of the energy group in the reactor spectra: 

j o (CUE 
K= — . 100% 

J O l R dE 

where (E) is the neutron spectrum 

energy interval 
(Mev) 

Iff10- 10 7 

107- 10 ' 
Ю"1-18 
0.5- 18 
1.0- i8 

K(%) 
water channels 

сЗ. сб. f3. f6 pos. 
17.31 
53.01 
29.68 
17.04 
8.83 

dry (air) channels 
сЗ. сб. f3. f6 pos. 

8.88 
55.41 
35.71 
21.24 
10.47 

2) Neutron flux densities 
a) for water channels in the c3. cb. О and f6 positions at 10 MW 

0 Ж"=1.86х 10u(n/cm2s)forE<0.1 cV 
0 ™'=3-0 +5.56x 1014(n/cm2.s)for 0.1 eV<E<0.1 McV 

where 0 ,« = 0 tp, x (ln(E2/Ei)) - approx. 
0 jP"= 2.0 * 3.54 x I014(n/cm2.s) for E> 0.1 MeV 

for dry channels values of 0 «, less arc more than four time. 
b) for water channels in other reflector positions at 10 MW 

0 S"=4.0 • 7.0 x 10i;,(n/cm2.s)(E<0.l eV) 
0 ™*= 10-2.1 x lO'V/cm .s)(0.l eV<E<0.I MeV) 
0 JK?= 1.0 - 2.5 x l0n(n/cm2.s)(E>0.l McV) 

Ffc. I. Core configuration of the LWR-15 reactor. ÚJ V RcJ T a W e ' •B a M t *P«:tral paramci.-гч and neutron flux densi!ics 
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TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES AND RESEARCH 
IN NUCLEAR CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 

M. Kyrš 

In the field of radioactive wastes treatment the research 
activities were directed to developing technologies and apparatus 
for solidification procedures of radioactive wastes, such as 
cementation, bitumenation, calcination and vitrification inclu
ding waste gas purification procedures. There solidification pro
cedures were applied to intermediate level active wastes from 
nuclear power plants, the vitrification was used for high level 
active wastes from the decommissioned nuclear power plant 
A-l. The full-scale apparatus for cementation, calcination, vitri

fication and gas purification were developed and tested. The 
activities in the area of vt^'e disposal covered two main fields: 
the development of deep geological repositori' - and the safety 
analysis of shallow ground repositories. 

Research was also carried out on the recc ery of precious 
metals or other components from non-radioactive wastes and 
mutual separation of lanthanides. The last part of this section is 
devoted to problems of radiation chemistry. 
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VITRIFICATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

J. Siissmilch, J. Stejskal 

In the connection with the decommissioning of the 
Czechoslovak First NPP A-l in Slovakia about 20 m of 
relatively high level wastes with very special chemical compo
sition (high concentration of chromium and magnesium 
compounds) has arisen. Research and development activity 
was oriended both to technology and equipment. 

In an effort to find a proper glass matrix, suitable for the 
incorporation of high concentrations of chromium and magne
sium, a special glass with high titanium content was chosen 
(Table 1). 

The full scale semipilot experimental melting plant (EXTA-
ZA) was built and subsequently operated for more than 30 runs. 
The melter was medium-frequency induction heated vessel 
working discontinuously (batch: 18 kg of final vitrified product). 
The slurry of the wastes and the frit was fed into the melter and 
subsequently evaporated and melted at a temperature of 1050°C. 
The melt was poured through the outlet hole in the bottom of the 
melter using a plunger. The final product loading is 20 wt. % of 
wastes with the leachability values of'/10' g.cm" .d* for Cs. 
About 500 kg of glass product were compounds in the liquid 
waste are suitable for the glass prepared. 

Composition 

SiCh 

TiCh 

AI2O5 

B2O3 

CaO 

Na20 

LÍ2O 

K2O 

CnOj 

MgO 

Glass frit В-
270 (wt.%) 

50 

19 
1 

13 
3 

10 

4 

Waste A-13 
(wt.%) 

20.58 

16.52 
62.9 

Final 
product 
(wt.%) 

40.0 
15.2 
0.8 

10.4 
2.4 
8.0 
3.2 
4.1 

3.3 
12.6 

Table 1. Composition of glass frit B-270, waste Л-13 and 
final p: jduct 

Based on the experience with EXTAZA performance, 
recommendations for technological procedures were given. 
Necessary data for designing a full scale vitrification unit were 
obtained/1,2/. 

Another problem connected with the vitrification process 
was the management of medium level active wastes arising in 
NPP operation (high quantities of sodium and boron compounds 
in the liquid waste are suitable for the "lass formation). The 
technology proposed for the solidification of such wastes leads 
to the final products of high quality and high volume reduction. 
The chemical stability of such products is comparable with the 
quality of HLW products. 

Following the laboratory research, a process using a 
natural aluminosilicate has been proposed and examined on 
semipilot plant level at the engineering laboratory of the Re
search Institute of Glass. Joule-heated sljrry fed melter was 
refractory lined and was operated for several months, produ
cing almost five tons of glass from non-active simulated waste. 

Important data for designing vitrification full scale plant 
were obtained /3,4/ (Tables 2-4). 

melting volume 
width 
height 

surface 
melting temperature 

walling of furnace 
number of electrodes 

diameter of electrodes 

distance of electrodes 
current deisity 
furnace output 

power input 

0.0619 m3 

0.46 m 
0.29 m 

0.184 m2 

IIOO-I2OO0C 
ER 1681 (SEPR France) 

2 

90 mm 
0.27 m 

0.96 A.cm'2 

lOkg.h-1 
20 kW 

Table 7. Parameters of Joulc-hcated ceramic melter 
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component 

SÍO2 

B2O3 

AI2O3 

Fe203 

CaO 

MgO 

Na20 

K2O 

MnO 

СГ2О3 

wt.% 
44.Ó 

16 

8.3 

1.35 

2.1 

0.6 

22 

4.1 

0.12 

0.1 

density 

colour 

classpf hydrolytic 
resistance (CSN 700531) 

leaching rate for Cs after 
115 days 

content of waste oxides 

inear dilatation coefficient 
alpha (200-3OO°C) 

temperature of 
transformation 

temperature of dilatometric 
deformation 

2535 kg.m"3 

dark brown 

5 

l/io'g.cm"2^"1 

40wt.% 

llJ.lOfK"1 

498oC 

533°C 

Table 3. Composition of vitrified product Table 4. Properties of final product 
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APPARATUS FOR THE PURIFICATION OF GAS FORMED DURING 
THE VITRIFICATION OF HIGH LEVEL ACTIVE WASTES 

FROM THE NPP A-l 

F. Kepák 

A complex apparatus for the removal of aerosols formed 
during the vitrification of model high level radioactive wastes 
from the decommissioned (acciden nuclear power plant A-l 
has been designed, manufactured and tested. The aparatus 
consists of two cooling-condensing columns, connected in 
series, and of five filtering devices (also in series /1,2/). The 
five filtration steps allowed to achieve a decontamination factor 
of 1. 105 for NaCl testing aerosol. The decontamination 
factor for the removal of cesium aerosol by the whole apparatus 
was 3.3.10°. In the first filtration step a cartridge with filtration 
fabric made of polyethylene fibres is used, in the second one a 

granulated natural material, in the third one a cartridge with 
glass-fiber filtration paper, in the fourth and fifth ones 
cartridges with high efficient filtration paper made of glass 
microfibers. In ths tube connecting the furnace and the first 
cooler-condenser 4.6 to i3.6% of the total solid ;arryover 
was removed, the overall removal after the two cooling and 
condensing steps being 97.6 to 99.3 %. The use of the second 
high-efficient filter increased the filtration effectiveness by a 
factor of 2.7 to 2.8. The pressure drop across the filtration part 
of the apparatus with clean filtration cartridges and packing 
amounted to 163 Pa at a volume flow of air of 0.5 m per hour. 

Publications 
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DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES 

L. Nachmilner 

The work on deep geological repositories is in an early 
progress stage. The activity was focused on the preparation of 
research and investigation methodologies, and starting siting 
procedures were performed in the regions both in Slovakia and 
Bohemia. 

The five shallow ground Czechoslovak repository sites 
were systematically evaluated as to their safety characteristics. 
For two repositories complete preoperational safety reports 
needed for regulatory procedures were prepared. Both analy
tical and finite element codes were used for the mathematical 
modelling of groundwater flow, contaminant transport and food 
chain transfer /I -4/. 

Following the ICRP standards, the general "de minimis" 
values of the major radionuclides were set up for hypothetical 
landfill dumps in the territories of Czechoslovak NPPs. 

An automatically operating control and marking unit for 
steel drums filled with wastes was developed. It consists of a 
robot controlling the transport and filling operations, periphe
ral dose rate surface contamination detectors and an identi
fication marking painter. 

A series of analytical methods to be used to control the 
radioactive waste treatment and disposal as well as the 
organization structure were proposed to fulfil the requirements 
of National Register of Standards /5, 6/. 
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EXTRACTION OF FISSION PRODUCTS BY POLYHEDRAL 
BORATE COMPOUNDS 

J. Rais, P. Selucký, M. Kyrš, L. Kadlecová 

The extraction properties ofdicobalt trisdicarbollide anion 
- [(C2B9Hio)2(C2B9H9)Co2]" were studied extensively. Its 
extraction properties are nearly the same as those of dicarbollide 
but its chemical resistance against oxidation agents is lower/1/. 
Also the extraction with ethyleneoxide substituted dicarbolli
de is similar to that of dicarbollide. 

It has been found that Cs* and Sr * ions can be isolated 
from acidic media by extraction with hexabrominated 

Anion 

[(С2В9Нп)2Со]-

[(C2B9HioBr)2Co]-

[(C2B9H10D2C0]-

[(С2В9Н8Вгз]2Со]-

[C6H4(C2B9Hio)2Co]-

[СбН2(СНз)2(С2В9Н10)2Со]-

[C6H2(CHí)2(C2B9Hio)2Co]-

[CmHio(C2B9Hio)2Co]-

[СбН5-СбНз(С2В9Ню)2Со]-

[(C2B9H8Cb)2CoJ-

[8-CH3S-(C2B9Hio)2Co]-

[8-C6H5-8--CI-(C2B9Hio)2Co]-

[(C2B9Hn)2Ni]-

l(C2B9Hn)2Fe]-

Symbol 

I 
П 

III 
IV 
V 

VI" 

vir 
VIII 

IX 
X 

XI 
XII 

XIII 

XIV 

Table 1. Derivatives of dicarbollides tested 

a) 

b) 

8,8'-o-xyIiden-3,3'-commo-bis(unde-
cahydro-1,2-dicarba-3-cobalto-closo-
dodecaborate), 
see"' and replace o-xyliden by p-xyliden 

dicarbollide into 1,2-dichloroethane. Methods of the 
reextraction are based on the use of 1 -propanol in a mixture with 
0.1-0.5 M nitric acid /2/. 

The chemical stability and extraction properties of 20 
derivatives of dicarbollide and analogical compounds of not 
sandwich structure were studied. Both criteria are best met for 
hexachloro and hexabromo derivatives of dicarbollide /3/ (Table 
1 and 2). 

Ex-
trac-
tant 

I 
III 
IV 
V 

VII 
VIII 

IX 
X 

XI 
XII 

0.08 

73 
78 
69 
65 
71 
64 
74 
90 
59 
67 

24 

72 
78 
64 
64 
49 
56 
71 
90 
10 
68 

120 

60 
75 
68 
60 
45 
52 
65 
85 

.24 
66 

Time of contact (hr) 

216 

29 
73 
68 
59 
44 
50 
63 
83 
29 
64 

360 

18 
69 
67 
57 
43 
52 
61 
86 
33 
64 

864 

15 
64 
67 
51 
39 
51 
57 
86 
35 
64 

Table 2. Extraction of Cs by borate extractants in nitrobenzene 
in dependence on the time of contacting with 3M HNO3 

1 10" Mextractant, 25°C, values of distribution ratios 
DCs • 102 given in the table 
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TECHNOLOGY OF SAFE DISPOSAL OF MIXED EXHAUSTED STEEL 
TEMPERING BATHS 

D.Jakeš 

It is a type of a waste containing alkali (Na,K) nitrates, 
lower amounts of nitrites, chlorides and carbonates. The 
technological use contaminates the basic mass by barium chlo
ride and sodium cyanide, or by metals like iron, manganese, 
lead, zinc, cadmium, nickel and copper extracted in the course 
of use from treated metallic parts. This complex toxic waste is 
treated by a combined aqueous and thermal technology. Water 
insoluble components are obtained from the barium carbonate 
and the mixture of heavy metal cyanides and ferrocyanides. 
The mixture of alkali nitrates, nitrites, chlorides and carbonates 

is leached and detoxicated by sulphuric acid conversion. The 
created alkali sulphates have industrial applications. The NO» 
formed is converted into nitrogen in an ammonium citrate 
column. The insoluble part is decyanized by air burning and 
then converted into barium sulphate or carbonate of high 
purity. The concentration of undestroyed cyanide is under 
detection limit (0.1 ppm). The bulk of heavy metals is 
scavenged with iron hydroxide for vitrification. The techno
logy is owned by ČZM Strakonice and NRI and is now at the 
plant designing stage. 
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7.6 

FLUORINE CHEMISTRY AND TECHNOLOGY 

J. Uhlíř 

The department of fluorine chemistry is the first laboratory 
in Czechoslovakia where the production of elemental fluorine 
has been introduced, (in electrolyzers dp- 0..ed and manu
factured in NRI). 

In 1990 the development of a method for the preparation of 
some special inorganic fluorides was finished. One of them 
is graphite fluoride (CFi)n, that is used in industry for the 
preparation of high-capacity Li+-F" chemical cell and as a 
lubricant under extreme conditions. The technology of the 
preparation of graphite fluoride uses batch plug-flow reactor 
with a motionless layer of solid phase / 1 / . The technology of the 

preparation of tungsten hexafluoride and nitrogen tritluoride 
also is described in / 1 / . 

The results of the investigations of the preparation of 
lanthanum, barium, zirconium and aluminium fluorides can find 
use in the preparation of fluoride glasses for optical fibres ill-
Atechniqueis described of preparation ofhighlypure fluorides 
using batch plug-flow nickel and ceramic reactors for 
hydrofluorination and/or direct fluorination of oxides or chlo
rides of the above elements. The process described is known as 
chemical vapor deposition. 

Publications 

/// РЕКА. I. - el all.: Utilization of fluoride technologies for industry application, Report Ů.IV 9333 CH. 1990. 
121 MOLTASOVA,./. - RAK. V.- BLAŽEK. ./..• Preparation of/j, Л1. Ba and La fluorides. Report Ú.IV 9332 CH. 1990. 
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ZIRCONIA CERAMICS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 

D.Jakeš 

Advanced ceramics /1-3/ based on partially stabilized zirco
nia was prepared. The main effort centred on a search for an easy 
way how to make the doped submicron powder /4/ with a low 
number of soft agglomerates. The coprecipitation technique was 
employed in order to obtain molecular dispersion of the stabi
lizing additives, as well as necessary fine grain quality /4/. The 
precipitate of (he zirconyl hydroxohydrate was treated by 
selected organic solvents to break away the polymeric bonds. 
This technique finally helped to prepare tetragonal polycrystalli-
ne zirconia material. The TZP structure sintered at 1400°C 
shows the fracture toughness Kic= 15 16 MPa.m"l/2/5/. 

A considerable effort was made in order to investigate 
all possible ways to acquire zirconia raw materials from local 
resources /6/. 

Exploitation of the worn out zircon thermal instillations or 
similar materials was studied. NRI specialists also took part in 
the pilot plant tests on uranium-zirconium separation as well as 
final crystallization of the zircon)! ^nloride /7/. Currently it is 
being transformed into a plant facility. Very pure chloride was 
obtained withnout solvent extraction process from insulation 
bricks, with resulting impurity level near A.R. standard. 

Publications 

III JAKEŠ, D.: Purification of rough zirconia and lechnotogx ofsynthetic powders for advanced ceramics. Report hTV9149 
M. 1990. 

121 JAKEŠ. D. -KÁRNlK.D. - TYMPL, M. - ROSENKRANZ.J.: Relation between processing and densification of PSZ 
ceramics. Proc. Symposium Structural Ceramics - processing, microslructiire and properties, RisoN L.Roskilde 3rd - 7th 
September 1990. 

/31 JAKEŠ, D.: Development of plasma coating input powder based on zirconia, Report ÚJV 9265 M, 1990. 
141 JAKEŠ. D.- ROZENKRANZ.J. -KÁRNlK, D.: Preparation of doped zirconia powders by coprccipHation. Proc.of powder 

mat. conf, Prachatice, Czechoslovakia 29th - 31th May, 1990. 
15/ JAKEŠ. D. - TYMPL, M. - KAPLAN. J.: Preparation of highly sinlerable zirconia. Proc. conf. Engineering Ceramics 

89, Smolenice 16thl9th October J989. 
161 JAKEŠ, D. • ROZENKRANZ, J.: Exploitation of the zirconium ceramics resources in Czechoslovakia, Proc. 24th conf. 

"China and technical ceramics", Karlovy Vary I2lh-I4lltjune 1990. 
17/ JAKEŠ, D. - KÁRNlK. D.: Pilot plant results of/rOChSaq crystallization. Report (1Я9264М. 1990. 
18/ JAKE'S, D.: Solid Electrolyte* {textbook of Technical University Prague). I9H9. 
191 JAKEŠ, D.: Solid Electrolytes {in Czech), chapter in book "New materials", SNTL, Prague 1989. 
1101 JAKEŠ, D.: Solid Electrolytes (in Czech). Chapter in the Cliemical yearly manual 1990/92. SNTL Prague 1990. 
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7.8 

SEPARATION OF RHODIUM, PLATINUM, AND IRIDIUM 
BY THE SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

WITH THE QUATERNARY AMMONIUM SALT ALIQUAT-336 

L. Kuča 

The separation method is based or the low extrability of 
platinum group metals in trivalent state as compared to rela
tively high extrability of the elements in higher valency states. 
i.e.ofIr(IV)andPt(IV). 

The extraction system used was 2M-HC1 - 15% Aliquat-
336, 5% 2-ethylhexanol. aliphatic kerosene PL-6. Typical 
values of distribution ratios in the above systems are 
Dirtivp4. DPI =100, andDw, = 0.2. 

The hydrochloric acid concentration was chosen as a 
compromise between high distribution ratios (D) at low acidi
ties and high separation factors ( ОВД = Df/Dn) ac high 
acidities. The respective values of Dir and ir/Rh are 3.1 and 
13.0 in the extraction from 1M-HC1 and 1.21 and 27.5 from 
6M-HC1. 

The concentration of metals in the experiments was of the 
order of 10" ppm. It was determined in the aqueous phases only 

by the method of atomic absorption spectrometry using Cu 
and Na as ionization buffers. 

The degree of the separation of Ir from Rh is contrc ,led by 
the completeness of iridium oxidation to Ir(IV) valency state. 
The proportion of iridium oxidized to Ir(IV) was evaluated 
by considering the value of D[r. The most efficient oxidation 
agent is NaOCl (Dir = 4.40), whereas oxidation with chlorine 
gas and H2O2 yields 2.54 and 1.09. respectively. However, the 
proportion of Ir in the Ir(!V) state decreases during the 
extraction (Dir=0.69 after one extraction stage). 

The b?st stripping agents for both iridium and platinum are 
0.5 M НСЮ4 and concentrated HNO3. Stripping of iridium 
through its reduction to Ir(III) was very poor with hydra
zine or hydroxylamine hydrochlorides (slow Ir(IV) 
reduction in heterogeneous medium?) 

Publication 

/ / / KUČA, L.: Separalion of rhodium, platinum, and iridium by the solvent extraction with Aliquat-336, (in Czech), Report 
Ú.IV9329 СИ, 1990. 
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SEPARATION OF RHODIUM FROM Rh-Pt-Ir MIXTURES 

M. Marhoi, J. Alexová 

A two stage separation process was eleborated for the sepa
ration of rhodium in a laboratory scale. The process is based on 
the use of a strongly basic anion exchangers Wofatit RO or 
Wofatit SBW in solutions of hydrochloric acid. 

In the final experiment rhodium was separated from an 
ailoy Pt-Rh-Ir. After dissolution of the sample in aqua regia 
the solution was evaporated and the rest was dissolved in 
concentrated hydrochloric acid. This procedure was repeated 
three times. The solution contained in 0.5 dm 0.75 M HC1 
3271 mg Pt 1056 mg Rh, 222 mg Ir. After the first separation 
sleep (200 ml of Wofatit RO in column 360 x 20 mm. flow rate: 
50 ml/35 min., rhodium eluted with 2 M HC1, Pt and Ir with 1% 
CS(NH2>2in0.1 MHCl solution), the recovery was 99.86% 
/Pt/. 92.65% /Rh/ and 42.99% Дг/. 

The second separation step was performed with the 
solution containing 555 mgRh, 3.00 mgPt, 22.5 mgfrin 250 
ml of 0.5 M HC1 (40 ml of Wofatit SBW. column 110 x 20 mm. 
flow rate 1.6 ml/mm.) recoveries: 83.4%. 88.3% and 66.6%, 
resp. Typical separation Rh/Pt see Tab. 1. 

The main rhodium fraction contained 329 mg Rh, 0.02 mg 
Pt and mglr. The purity of other rhodium fractions was 90-99%. 

The disadvantages: high elution volumes, difficult oxida
tion of Ir(III) to (IV) and incomplete desorption of Ir (partly also 
of Pt and Rh) from the ion exchanger. 

Publication 

/// РЕКА. I.-el all.: Laboratory experiments with the separation nfRh and other noble metals. Report (JJV 9333 CH. 1991 
(in Czech). 

Table 1. Separation of the mixture Rh-Pt 

exchanger. Wofatit RO, СГ form, 0.2-0.4 mm 
column: 225 x 10 mm. flow ra?e 0.7 ml/mm. 
mixture for sepn.: 46.60 mgPt. 18.50 mgRh in 0.1 MHCl 

temperature °C 
metal 

sorption and washing 
withO.tMHCI 

elution Rh (2 M HC1) 
elution Pt 

(1% CS(NH2)2 
in 0.1 MHCl) 

a) 
consecutive steps b) 

c) 
I(mg) 

found (mg) 

25 
Pt 

0.12 

43.30 
2.87 
0.43 

46.72 

Rh 

8.99 

0.02 
0.01 
0.50 

18.34 

55 
Pt 

0.12 

0.50 

45.75 

0.31 

i 

46.68 

Rh 

7.001 

11.25 

0.17 

0.09 

46.68 
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SELECTIVE CATION EXCHANGERS CONTAINING PHOSPHORUS IN 
THEIR FUNCTIONAL GROUPS. 

SORPTION AND SEPARATION OF LANTHANOIDES AND YTTRIUM 
USING MINERAL ACIDS AS ELU ANTS. 

M. Marhol, J. Alexová 

A series of medium acidic cation exchangers with functio
nal groups -PO(OH)2 (exchanger Pja 9.5-9.8 mmol H*/g). 
OH-C-PO(OH)2 (exchanger Ю Н 8.23) with different DVB 
contents and with gel or macroreticular matrix have been 
prepared. The commercial type designated asDuolite ES-467 
contained -CH2NHCH2PO(OH)2 groups (5.74). 

The values of distribution coefficients Dg were determined 
by a batch technique for various concentrations of HC1. HNO3, 
mono-, di- and trichloroacetic acid and for HC1 + water + organic 
solvent (methanol, ethanol, isopropanol. acetone, dioxane 
and dimethylformamide) mixtures (Fig. 1 -4). 

Fig.2.CH2ClCOOH 
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Fig. 1.- 4. Dg values of lanthanoides on the exchanger Pja-x 12. 
0.100 g of exchanger in 50 ml, cumh = 0.19 mmol/1 
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7.10 

Break-through curves for all lanthanoides were measured 
on the exchanger Pja-xl2 in 05 M HC1 at 60°C (Kg. S). 

Ion exchanger Pja was also used for the separation of 
various mixtures of lanthanoides. Using elution with hydrochlo
ric acid: 

La - Ce, La - Ce - Eu, La - Pr - Nd. Eu - Ho - Lu, Eu - Er. 
La - Eu - Ho - Lu andotherc mixture could be separated. 

Optimum conditions for separation: Pja exchanger with 12-
13% DVB. grain size 0.04 - 0.05 mm. temperature 70-80'C. 
low flow rate, concentration gradient elution (e.g. 0.8 - 1.2 M 
HClforLa-Ce-Eu). 

Fig. 5. Break-through curves of lanthanoides on the exchanger 
Pja-xl2 in 0.5 M HC1 at 60°C. 
grain size: 0.O8-O.1O mm, flow rate: 0.2S ml/tnin., initial concn. 
of lanthanoide 0.0066 M, c/o, - ratio of outgoing/initial conons. 

Publication 

/ / / MARHOL, M. • ALEXOVÁ, J.: 
Report ÚJV 9227 CH, 1990. 

Possible use of selective ion exchangers for separation of some rare earth elements. 
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7.11 

SORPTION OF Cr, Fe, Ni, Co AND Mn ON ION EXCHANGER RESINS 
FROM SOLUTIONS CONTAINING COMPLEXING ORG A NIC ACIDS 

L. Kuta, M. Benešová 

The title system is of Importance in the regeneration of 
PWR primary circuit coolant after the "soft" chemical deconta
mination of the primary circuit. Activaled corrosion products 
dissolved during decontamination by oxalic citric and 
sometimes by nitolotriacetk (NTA) or ethyknediamine 
tetraacetk (НУГА) acids are removed from die solution by 
filtration through columns with ion exchangers. 

The coolant contains after the decontamination about OJ005 
mol/1 of each acid and its pH value is 2-3. The strongly acidic 
cation exchanger OstkmKS and weakly basic anion exchanger 
Wofatit AD41 were used. 

Ni. Co(D). and Мп(П) are retained on the cation exchanger 
andCr(VI) on the anion exchanger resins, in all cases with 
a breakthrough of 1%. For the removal of Ре(Ш) and Ciflll). 
a column with anion exchanger in the oxalato-citrate cycle is to 
be introduced on the outflow from the cation exchanger 
column. The utilization of the ion exchanger capacity for various 
ions sorbed is indicated in Table 1. 

ion 
Ni 

Мп(П) 

Cr(VI) 

FeflH) 

Fe(ni) 

Сг(Ш) 

CrOII) 

exchanger resin 

cat ionic 

cat ionic 

anionic 

cat ionic 

catkmk+anionic 

с at ionic 

cat ionic+anionic 

utilization. % 

106 
91 
85 
0 

87 

0 
14 

Table 1. Ion exchanger capacity utilization at a breakthrough 
of 1%. Composition of aqueous phase: 0.005 mol/l citric 
acid, 0.005 mol/1 oxalic acid, 0.005 mol/1 metal ion. pH 2.5. 

Publications 

/ / / KUČA, L. - BENESOVÁ.M: Regeneration of solutions after soft decontamination, 3.Sorption of Co. Mn, Fe. andCr(lll). 
(in Czech). Report ÚJV8649 CH. 1989. 

Ill KUČA.L. - BENEŠOVÁ. M.: Regeneration of solutions after soft decontamination, 4. Sorption from the mixture of ions 
and from solutions containing complexones, (in Czech). Report ÚJV8986 CH. 1989. 

Сг(Ш) is retained with a low efficiency even in die system 
with both caliomc and anionic ion exchange • resins and its 
dcsorption front the ressi bed with 1M-HC1 also is much slower 
than that of the other ions studied, which can be ascribed to 
the kinetic inertness of Сг(Ш) complexes and to the complex 
polymerization. 

The ratio of sorbed Сг(Ш) decreases with the age of the 
solution. Relatively good sorption occurs withnin the first 10 
hours after the solution preparation. Sorption was also improved 
at die elevated temperature (60°C). 

The sorption of Сг(1П). Fe(IH). and Co from solutions 
containing EDTA or NT A is generally lower than that from 
citric and oxalic acid solutions (Table 2). 

ion 

Co 

Co 

FefllD 

Fe<III) 

Fe(lII) 

Сг(Ш) 

Сг(П1) 

ion 
exchanger 

cationk 

cationic 

cationk 

anionic 

cationk 

cationic 

anionic 

complexing 
agent concn. 

0.005M-
EDTA 

0.001 M-
NTA 

0.0O25M-
EDTA 

0.0025M-
EDTA 

0.001M-
ŇTA 

0.001M-
EDTA 

0.001M-
EDTA 

BV 

3.5 

68 

3.5 

10 

1.7 

1.7 

1.7 

break
through. 

1.7 

0 

100 

2 

45 

13 

100 

Table 2. Sorption from solutions containing EDTA or NT A 
(solution volume in bed volumes, BV) 
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RADIATION PROCESSING 

B.Bartoníček 

Research in radiation processing was focused on obtai
ning experimental and technological data necessary for deve
lopment of an industrial irradiation line for production of 
cables with cross linked insulation from polyethylene (PE) and 
its copolymer' ,K>lyvinylchloride (PVC) and poly-
vmylidenfl' „..ue (PVDF), inKablo Works, Vrchlabí. Deve
lopment of a heating cable with temperature self-control 
resulted in the production of a functional sample. In high-
dose dosimetry for radiation processing purposes systematic 
research continued. Irradiation conditions appropriate for 

radiation sterilizations of some pharmaceutical materials and 
preservation of some food-stuffs wsre established. The deve
lopment of a mobile irradiation source- designed for radiation 
treatment of objects of art "in situ" - culminated by an expe
riment at the castle of Hrádek near Nechanice. Immobi
lization of drug, and biologically active substances and 
investigation of environmental problems are new subjects of 
NRI research in applied radiation chemistry. Service irradiations 
were oriented mar '•; to radiation sterilizations of medical and 
pharmaceutical materials. 
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RADIATION MODIFICATION OF POLYMERS 

A.Vokál, M. Palanová, J. Pipota, B. Bartoníček 

Research in the area of radiation crosslinking of polymers 
was focused on the introduction of industrial scale electron 
beam crosslinking of insulated wires based on PE, PVC a 
PVDF with long-term thermal stability at temperatures 10S, 120 
and 155°C, respectively in Kablo Works, Vrchlabí. 

Experimental work concentrated primarily on the study 
of radiation crosslinking of insulation compounds on the basis 
of low-density PE.The main aim was to prepare a compound 
with maximum long-term thermal stability using suitable antio-
xidi Tits and their optimum concentrations. The effects of addi
tive*, such as flame retardants, fillers, pigments, senzitizers 
and copolymers of ethylene with vinylacetate and propylene, 
on mechanical properties, fire resistance, degree of crosslinking 
and processability of insulation compounds were also examined. 

The experimental results suggested that on the basis of 
irradiated low-density PE it is possible to obtain compounds with 
long-term thermal stability at a tempeiature of about 150°C.The 

necessary degree of crosslinking is achieved at a dose of 300 kCy 
/1/ . 

The development of PVDF insulation compounds has shown 
that the termoplastic copolymer of vinylidenefluoride with 
hexafluoropropylene is more easily crosslinkable by ionizing 
radiation than the homopolymer of vinylidenefluoride. The 
mechanical properties of irradiated copolymer strongly depend 
on its preir/adiation morphology. The wires insulated with 
irradiated copolymer ensure problem free operation at tempe
rature:: of about 250°C for hundreds hours. 

The colour stability of PVDF resins is significantly dete
riorated by irradiation, but it can be improved by the presence 
of pigments/2/. 

Experimental production of irradiated insulated wires in 
Kablo Works, Vrchlabí using ал electron accelerator ILU-8 is 
scheduled for 1991. 

Publications 

111 PIPOTA, J. - VOKÁL.A. - GROF, Z.: Radiation crosslinking of insulation compounds. Report ÚJV9218CH, 1990 (in Czech). 
Ill VOKÁL, A. • PALLANOVÁ, M.: On radiation modification of PVDF, Procedings of the 7th Symposium on radiation 

chemistry, Balatonszéplak, 1990 
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7.12.2 

HIGH DOSE DOSIMETRY 

I. Janovský 

Polymer-alanine film dosimeters (0.2-03 mm thick) 
evaluated by the ESR spectroscopy j>.-ved convenient for 
dosimetric measurements both in gamma-ray sources and in 
electron becms of Linac. hence their properties were investi
gated thoroughly in a dose range of 1 -50 kGy /1/. The effect of 
temperature on response was studied in the range of 20- 80°C and 
a temperature coefficient of +0.13% /°C was found. At liquid 
nitrogen temperature a response decrease by about 50% was 
observed, when compared with that corresponding to room 
temperature. The presence of oxygen during irradiation does 
not influence the response. The air humidity has no effect 
either, unless the film is very wet. 

No post-irradiation change of response was observed 
during one year if the irradiated samples were stored in dark 
at room temperature. A decay of the ESR signal was observed 
when the irradiated samples were heated. The times resulting 

Temperature |°C) 
75 50 

Fig. 1. Arrhenius plots of the response decay (5%) in polymer-
alanine film samples irradiated to ( О ) 10 kCy, ( • ) 30 kGy, 
and( Д ) 50 kGy. 

in response decrease by 5%, at different doses and temperatures, 
are plotted in the form of Arrhenius plots in Fig. 1. The 
extrapolations to 25°C indicate that the response of samples 
irradiated within the dose range investigated will decrease by 
5% after 25-35 years only, therefore dosimeters can also serve 
for dose-documentation purposes. 

The dose-response curve was measured with sample:' .• ra
diated with several irradiation sources and a good conformity of 
the results was found (Fig. 2). 

Another form of alanine dosimeter - "dosimetric wires" 
with alanine-ccntaining insulation - appears as plausible 
for dosimetric measurements on an industria line for the 
production of wires with cross'inked insulation /2/. 
Nevertheless, evaluation of properties of crosslinked wire insu
lation which can be correlated with absorbed dose is a more 
routine dosimetric approach /3/. 

Fig. 2. Dose-response of the polymer-alanine film exposed to 
( О ) mCo у - rays at a dose rate of 1 Gy.s'1 in NRI, ( • ) ^Co 
у- rays at a dose rate of 1 Gy/' ' at Riso, (Д ) 4-MeV electrons 
(Tesla-4 MeV Linac, pul .ose rate 107 Gy.s"'). and ( Q ) 
7-MeV electrons (ELU-C , PolitechníkaLódž). 

Publications 

/;/ 

111 

31 

JANOVSKÝ, I.: Progress in Alanine Film/ESR Dosimetry, international Symposium or. High Dose Dosir.tetry for 
Radiation Processing, IAEA, Viena, 1990. 
JANOVciCf, I. - KLIMAN, N.: Dosimetry for Radiation Processing of Wire Insulations by Using the Alanine! ESR System, J. 
Rodioanal. Nucl. Chem, Articles 140,187,1990. 
JANOVSKÝ,!. - BARTONlČEK, В.: Dosimetry for Wire irradiation, Procedings of the 7lh Symposium on Radiation 
Chemistry, Balatnnsiépek, 1990 {in press). 
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RADIATION STERILIZATIONS OF PHARMACEUTICAL MATERIALS 

A. Habersbergero vá, J. Pipota, I. Janovský, К. Vacek, В. Bartoníček 

Radiation sterilizations of drugs - insulin, antilysine, heparin, 
pepsin, thyreoids and thyreoglobulin - were investigated from 
the standpoint of the optimum doses, in order that only a 
minimum decomposition of the active component might occur. 
For this reason the levels of the pre-sterilization contamination 
were determined for individual drugs and the necessary steri-
lizationdosesofgammaradiation. were tested accordingly. Inthe 
cases of insulin and antilysine in solid state, a sterilization dose 

of S kGy does not cause any diminuation of enzymatic and 
biological activities /1/. The effects of in-adiation temperature 
(-196 to30°C), of dose rate ( 0 3 to 3 kGy/h) and of dose (2.5 to 
147 kGy) on the level of contamination were also investi
gated /2/. Procedures for radiation sterilizations of suture mate
rials, of tubes for ointments, of starch and talc, were worked out 
too/3/. 

Publications 

/// 

121 

i3i 

PIPOTA, J.. OLBRICHOVA, D. - UBÍCKÝ, A- MELENOVA.M. • FIDKEROVA. J: Radiation Sterilization of Some 
Drugs, Report ÚJV 9222 CH, 1990 (in Czech). 
HABERSBERGEROVÁ, A. • PEJŠA. R. • BRAUSTE.r yVA, М. • LIBICKÝ, A.: Radiation Sterilization of Insulin and 
Antilysine, Report ÚJV 9067 CH, 1990 (in Czech). 
PIPOTA, J.- BARTONlCEK, B. • OLBRICHOVA, D. JANOVSKÝ,I:Radiation Sterilizations of Suture Materials, of 
Starch, Talc and Tubes for Ointments, Report (IJV 9250 CH, 1990 (in Czech). 
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7.12.4 

MOBILE IRRADIATION ROBOT 

J. Teplý, Č. Franěk, J. Vocílka, R. Štětka, J. Krotil 

The mobile irradiation robot (MOBROB) /1 / was deve
loped in collaboration with the Institute for Nuclear Fuels. 
Prague, as a transportable unit which makes it possible to 
carry out the radiation preservation of objects of art "in situ". 
MOBROB is equipped with a 100 TBq Cs gamma source 
in a uranium container, shown in Fig. 1. When the source is 
in irradiation position, a broad beam is emitted through the 
opening in the container, at a 110° angle. Motions of the source 
container are operated by a microprocessor which controls also 
safety barriers and processes data on the dose rate measured 
by semiconductoi detectors. The source container can move 
along a scaffoling 2 meters long and 6 meters high. 

Radiation characteristics oi the irradiation unit were 
established and radiation transmission in open space was 
investigated. According to a special irradiation program a 
wooden portal of the Knights Hall in the castle of Hrádek 
near Nechanice, attacked with furniture beetle (anobium 
punctatum). was irradiated. This experiment showed both 
the technical perfection of the mo^le irradiation robot and the 
safety of its operation. 

Fig. 1. Mobile irradiatoron the scaffolding. The rource container 
can be seen at the bottom 

Publication 

/'/ TEPLÝ, J. - FRANĚK.Č. - VOCÍLKA. J. - ŠTFJKA.R. - KROTIL. J. VINÍ .1. - GARDA. A.: Mobile Irradiation Robot 
and its Utilization in Care of Historical Monuments, Report ÚJV 9: ")2D,A, 1990 (in Czech). 
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STANDARDS OF CELLULOLYTIC ENZYMES 
STABILIZED BY IRRADIATION 

J. Kaš, V.PIaček and К. Vacek 

Long-term (over two years) stability of liquid standards of stabilizers glycerine proved the most effective and able to retain 
cellulolytic enzymes produced in Czechoslovakia was assured 94.8 % of original enzymatic activity after irradiation. The 
by the .*xpositk>n of sealed samples to a dose of 7 kGy of microbiological sterility was also achieved at the 7 kGy dose/1/. 
cooalt-60 gamma radiation at room temperature. Among various 

Publication 

/// PL'CEK, V.: Thesis MSc. 1989, Chemical and Technological University, Prague. 
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7.12.6 

RADIATION MODIFICATION OF ELISA PLATES 

I. Hochel, R. Pejša, V. Placek, P. Rauch and K. Vacek 

The polystyrene plates for Enzyme Linked Immuno- more than 7 times. The variability of surface properties was 
Sorbent Assays were irradiated by accelerated electrons (4 also distinctly lowered at this dose /1/. 
MeV). A dose of 30 kGy enhanced the antigen absorption 

Publication 

/// HOCHEL, I. - PEJSA. R. • PUČEK, V. - a all.: Repnri Ú.tV9220CH. 1990. 
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8 

RADIOANALYTIC AL CHEMISTRY AND ANALYSIS OF FUELS 

Z. Málek, J. Kučera 

A part of the activity of the Central Control Laboratory 
(CCL) dealt with the development of the analytical methods 
suitable for a precise determination of nuclear materials. The 
methods were studied within the framework of the contract 
"Control of the nuclear fuel safeguards purposes" supervised 
by the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission. 

The research activity pursued during the year 1990 can be 
divided into the following fields 
a) — Improvement of the wet chemical methods of the 

nuclear material analysis. 

b) — Participation in the comparative experiment of the 
Safeguards laboratories SROK-5. 

c) — Use of the resin bead method for the simulta
neous determination of U and Pu concentration. 

Detailed information dealing with the developed 
methods and research work is given below. 

Three contributions connected with neutron activation 
analysis complete this chapter. 
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8.1 

DETERMINATION OF PLUTONIUM BY PERSULPHATE METHOD 

J. Krtil, V. Kuvik„ L. Vrbová 

The determination of 4 mg weight aliquots of Pu by 
persulphate method was studied. The plutonium present in 
the sample is oxidized by an excess of potassium persulphate in 
the presence of silver ions with healing. The excess of the 
oxidizing agent is also destroyed by heating. Plutonium (VI) is 
then reduced with an excess of Mohr's salt, which is back-titra
ted by a standard solution of potassium bichromau. The opti
mum conditions for the determination of plutonium (the 
temperature of oxidation, the amount of the persulphate, the 

minimum value of the blank) were studied. The Memotitrator 
Mettler DL 40 RC wts used for the determination of pluto
nium. The reproducibility and the accuracy of the method were 
verified by the analysis of a standard solution of plutonium 
and a solution obtained by the dissolution of PuCh-

The method is characterized by reproducible and precise 
results. The error of determination expressed as RSD is for 4 mg 
aliquots of Pu about 0.1 %. 

Publication 
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DETERMINATION OF A 4 mg URANIUM ALIQUOTS BY NBL METHOD 

J. Křtil, V. Kuvik, L. Vrbová 

The conditions (the temperature of the titration mixture, 
the amount of the o-idizing mixture and other reagents) 
influencing the reproducibility of the 4 mg uranium aliquot 
determination by NBL method were studied. It was found that 
an important parameter for obtaining reproducible results is 
the temperature of the titration mixture during the oxidation of 
the Fe(II) excess. Only the temperature in an interval 22-26°C 

and a satisfactory time of stirring can assure reproducible 
results. The amount of the oxidizipg mixture added is also 
of great importance for the analysis results. The repro
ducibility of the uraniuir determinafion for 4 mgU aliquot 
lies between 0.05-0.08%. The reaction yield is 99.97-100.02%. 
Plutonium does not influence the results of the uranium 
determination up to the molar ratio Pu : U = 1:1 . 
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8J 

THE PROBLEM OF THE Pu AND U DETERMINATION 
FROM AN ALIQUOT 

J. Křtil, V. Kuvik, L. Vrbová 

The possibility of the simultaneous determination of V 
and Pu from one aliquot was studied. For the plutonium determi
nation the persulphate method was chosen and the total 
volume of the reaction mixture for the determination of Pu was 
reduced to 10 ml (penicillin vials). For the experimental 
conditions used the results are sufficiently reproducible and 
precise 99.9% yield. 

In the next step the determination of U by NBL method 
in the mixture after Pu determination was verified. The expe

riments demonstrated an essential possibility of L' determi
nation under the given conditions The main problem is a quanti
tative transfer of the total volume after Pu titration into a bigger 
beaker and the choice of the procedure for U determination. An 
average yield of Pu -'^termination is 99.9ÍV. the yield of V 
determination, if the volume is transferred by pipetting, is 
about 99.8CÍ. The results were obtained for the weight ratio Pu 
: U = I :2(-lmgPu>. 
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THE PARTICIPATION OF THE NRI IN THE EXPERIMENT SROK-5 

F.Sus,J. Krtil 

The activity in the comparative experiment of the Safe
guards laboratories began during the year 1989. The aim of 
the experiment was the determination of uranium concentra
tion in samples of irradiated fuel by the masi-spectrometric 
isotope dilution method with the aid of various spikes and their 
mixtures (simple, double, and triple spikes). 7 Safeguards 

laboratones participated in the experiment. The results of meas
urements were communicated to CCL at Rež for the final 
evaluation during October 1990. 

At present the treatment of the results measured at CCL Řež 
was finished and the evaluation of the results of the other 
laboratories is in progres. 
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USE OF THE ISOTOPE DILUTION METHOD 
FOR THE DETERMINATION OF THE U AND Pu CONCENTRATION 

BY THE RESIN BEAD METHOD 

F. Sus, E. Klosová, E. Suchá 

During the last three years at CCL the procedures for 
the measurement of the isotope composition of U and Pubythe 
resin bead method have beer elaborated and verified. In 
1990 the determination of U and Pu concentration by the 
mentioned method was studied. 23JU (235U). :42Pu and their 
mixtures were verified as the spikes. The solutions of the 
nuclear fuel samples were spiked in order to obtain in the 
mixture the isotope ratios "U : ^"u = I and M2Pu : 23^Pu = 
0.5, respectively. After reaching the isotope exchange by evapo
ration with nitric acid and a mixture of nitric acid and hydrogen 
peroxide, about 7 grains of the anion exchange resin Ostion LG 
AT 0807 were added to the sample solution. After 20 hours of 
sorption from the 7.5M HNO3 medium one grain of the resin 

was separated, washed and adjusted on the Re filament. The 
isotope composition was measured by a mass-spectrometer 
MAT-261 with the use of a directory program. For the vali
dation of the procedure on a real sample spent nuclear fuel 
from the experiment SROK-5 was used. 

The procedure elaborated is suitable for the determination 
of U (Pu) concentration for the samples containing 0.5 mg U (5 
(lg Pu) per sample with an error of 0.12% and 0.18%. respecti
vely. For the isotope composition measurement as little as 1 ug 
U and 50 ng Pu is sufficient respectively. In many cases the 
separation of U from Pu can be omitted. 
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8.6 

MANUAL OF SELECTED PROCEDURES FOR THE ANALYSIS 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOCHRONOLOGICAL SAMPLES III 

In the manual, selected working procedures, developed in 
CCL between 1986 and 1990 are collected: 
a) M. Beran: 

Determination of low concentrations of elements in the 
samples of technologic processes of nuclear energetics by 
using atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 
b) M. Beran. 

Determination of trace concentrations of 
antimony, silver and silicon in thi cooling 
medium of the primary circuit of nuclear 
reactor by using atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry with electrothermic exci
tation. 

c) V. Kuvik. J. Křtil, L. Vrbová: 
Extraction-spectrophotometric method of 
the determination of thorium in the 
presence of rare earth elements. 

d) M. Beran, M. Hamplová: 
Determination of Y, La, Sm, Eu, Er, Dy, 
and Ho in the rate earth ores and in the 
intermediate products of their treatment by 
using the flame excitation in the atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry. 

e) M Beran: 
Determination of chromium in biotechno-
logical and biological materials by using 

f) M. Beran: 

g) J. Lengyel: 

atomic absorption spectrophotometry with 
electrothermic excitation in a giaphite cell. 

Determination of biogenic and toxic 
metal elements in soil substrates contai
ning sludges from water purification by 
means of the flame excitation in the atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry with a sepa
ration and preconcentration of analytes 
using extraction chromatography. 

Methods of chelatometric titration for the 
determination of Cu2+, Fe3+, Pb2+ and Bi3+ 

in electrotechnical materials 
h) L. Kelnar, J. Křtil: 

Polarographic determination of trace 
concentration of copper in potassium chlo
ride and lithium chloride. 

i) R. Bízková, L. Kelnar, E. Klosová, J. Lengyel, F. Sus 
Determination of lead and uranium in zircon 
for geochronology 

j) F. Sus, E. Klosová, E. Suchá, A. Poloczeková: 
Determination of Rb-Sr for geochronology 

к) Е. Klosová, K. Zakouřil: 
Mass-spectrometric determination of the 
147Sm/ ,46Nd ratio using the same loading. 

The last method (k) is described below because of its novelty 
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8.7 

MASS-SPECTROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF THE 147Sm/146Nd 
RATIO OF ISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS USING THE SAME LOADING 

E. Klosová, k. Zakouřil 

The Sm-Nd method (see manual) for dating is based on 
,47Sm ' " l 4 , Nd + ot( h= 6.54 . 10"12 the radioactive decay 

years). 
To construct the isochrone and valuate the age, it is necessa

ry to determine experimentally, in a sample series, the values 
of the l4-1Nd/144Nd isotope ratios and the 147Sm/l46Nd 
concentration ratios. The isotope ratios and the isotope 
concentrations (c) are usually estimated mass-spectrometrically 
by the isotope dilution method, using spiking (sp) isotopes 
l 49Smand I 48Nd(150Nd). after separating Sm and Nd from the 
sample (s) in a "pure" form. Multistage separation procedures 
are necessary for isolating ihc elements. The procedure 
suggested is based on a simultaneous isolation of Sm and Nd 
and a simultaneous or subsequent measurement of ionic-
currents of selected isotopes of both elements 

Nd 

145 

Ri(0/6)a ,or(8/6) 

Nd 

146 

R2 
(7/6) 

CNI) = Csds + Ndsp (for Sm 

calculated: C \ j 

Sm 

147 

R.i 
(5/6) 

Nd 

Sm 

148 

R4 
(8/7) 

R5 
(9/7) 

Nd 

Sin Sm 

149 150 

analogous) known Rl , R2, 
R l . R4, R5, CiS'iisp, C.Smsp 

, Oims b) aNl) «Sm + 

By the solution of the system of equations using an itera
tion method, the data needed for a calculating the Sm/ Nd 
ratio are obtained. 

The procedure of the determination 
About 0.3 g sample is dissolved in a pressure vessel in a 

mixture HF + HNO3 + НСЮ4. After removing F . fuming and 
evaporation with (С(ЮН)2 andHClOa, the group of light rare 
earth elements is isolated by separation on an anion exchanger 
in the medium of 10% 5M HNOn-90% glacial CH3COOH. The 
rare earth elements are washed from the column with 1M 
HNO3. To cneck the separation, the radioactive "Eu isotope 
is appl.ed. The isotope composition is measured with a Finni-
gan MAT 261 spectrometer (FRG) using a double- filament 
technique. About 0.1 eg sample is loaded onto the filament. It 
is recommended to register 10 x 10 spectral scans as a mini
mum. For the calculation of the equation system, a modified 
Eureka program was used. 

The procedure suggested makes it possible forppm amounts 
of ilie (N'J. Sm) content in the sample to determine the 

Sm/ 'Nd isotcpe concentration ratio with an irror(RSD 
rcl.)oi about 0.1<7r. 

For the determination of the isotope Nd/ Nd ratio, 
which is necessary ("or the construction of the isochrone, a 
multistage separation is usually chosen and the isotope compo
sition of the isolated neodymium is measured. 

a) abbreviated for (INH 150»Sm 150/iNrf 14б) etc. 
b) a denotes discrimination factor 

Publication 
/// BERAN, И- KLOSOVÁ, E. -KRTIL. J.-SUS.F. -KUVIK.V. VRBOVÁ. L. IIAMPLOVÁ.M- LENGYEL..I. KELNAR. 
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8.8 

VANADIUM DETERMINATION IN ANIMAL AND HUMAN TISSUES, 
AND IN BIOLOGICAL REFERENCE MATERIALS 

BY NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 

J. Kučera , A.R. Byrne", M.Šimková , A. Mravcová , J. Lent г 

4 j V ( N R I ) 
J. Stefan" Institute, University of Ljubljana, 61 111 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia 

~ Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, Srobárova 48, 100 42 Prague 

Vanadium was determined in 13 tissues of rats fed with 
normal diet and exposed to high vanadium do-.es (200-400 mg 
per kg of body weight) in drinking water. The tissue of 
exposed rats wer. analysed by instrumental neutron activation 
analysis (INAA), while low vanadium levels in the tissues of 
normal rats were determined by radiochemical neutron acti
vation analysis(RNAA). Vanadium accumulation asafunctioi, 
of the type of die tissue, exposure time, sex of rats, and admi
nistration of V (I\'\ or V (Vv was studied. Vanadium content in 
the tissues of normal rats was in the ng/g range and followed 
the order: 

adrenal<gland<-thyroid<musv.!e<testis<liver<spleen<ileum< 
skin<myocard<kidney<brain<tibia. In the tissues of rats expo
sed to V;Os in drinking water for two months, for instance, 
the vanadium content considerably increased to the (jg/g level 
and followed the order: 
b r a i n < s k i n < m u s с le< my oca rd<lung<i leu in< adrenal 
gland<livcr<th>Toiu<'testi <tibia<spleen<kidney/l/. 

Vanadium was also determined in hair of normal children 
and of children potentially exposed by accidental drinking of 
vanadium contaminated water by INAA. Vanadium hair 
levels in the two gro,ips did not differ significantly, medians 
being 98 (ig/kg and £8 |ig/kg for the normal and exposed 

groups, respectively. Whole blood of subjects from the children 
groups, norma! adults, and workers professionally exposed to 
vanadium in a factory producing V2O5 was analysed using 
RNAA with proven reliability at the ultratracc level. Signi
ficantly increased vanadium concentrations wen* found in 
blood of exposed children (median 0.078 u.g/1) compared to 
normal children (median 0.042 u.g/1). while no differences 
could be detected between blood vanadium levels of normal 
children and normal adults (median 0.056 Hg/1). Results for 
vanadium in blood of occupationally highly exposed persons 
showed values of 2-4 orjers of magnitude higher than in 
normal adults 12!. 

RNAA technique for the ultratracc vanadium determination 
based on dry ashing of biological samples prior to irradiation 
was compared and validated with previously developed 
totally post-irradiation technique by parallel analyses of low-
level reference materials (RMs). Results of the two techniques 
for a variety of RMs. including Versieck's Human Serum, 
IAEA A-13 Animal Blood, were in excellent agreement and 
with reference to literature values, if available. The dry ash 
mode wis found easier manipulalively and slightly quicker. 
thus prov.ding a lower detection limit /3/. 

Publications 
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8.9 

THE USE OF NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
FOR THE PREPARATION OF REFERENCE MATERIALS 

J. Kučera, L. Soukal, J. Horáková 

In cooperation with the Czechoslovak Institute of Metro
logy (CZIM). Bratislava anil the University of Agriculture at 
Prague, reference material (RM) CZIM Bovine Liver 12-02-
01 has been prepared /1/. iNAA was used for homogeneity 
testing by determining the elements Br.CI. Co, Fe. K. Mn, Na, 
Rb, and Zn, while both INAA and RNAA techniques were 
applied to certification of contents of the above-mentioned 
elements, and in addition of Ag. As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg. Mo, Sb, 
Se. and V. Homogeneity testing by INAA and certification 
analyses by both INAA and RNAA were also carried out for 

other Czechoslovak RMs which are still under preparation, 
such as Bovine Kidney. Bovine Muscle. Wheat Flour. Rye 
Rour, and two types cf Milk Powder. The NAA procedures 
developed were also applied in an inlerlaboratory comparison 
organized by the U.S. National In.stitute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) on Apple I eaves and Peach Leaves candi
date RMs. Our values for many elements were in excellent 
agreement with NIST results and will be used as a part of the 
NIST certification data. 

Publication 
III KUČERA, J. MADF.R.P. 

338(1990)66. 
M1HOLOVÁ. D. - CIBULKA,./. - POLÁKOVÁ, M. - KORDÍK, D : Presenilis./. Anal. Otem.. 
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8.10 

NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS OF TOXIC AND OTHER TRACE 
ELEMENTS IN CZECHOSLOVAK SOLID WASTE PRODUCTS 

1 I T -1 

J. Kučera , J. Faltejsek , I. Obrusnik% V. Spéváčková 
4 j V | N R ! ) 

Institute of Nuclear Physics, 250 6S Řež near Prague 
Faculty of Nuclear Science and Engineering, Břehová 7, 115 19 Prague 

The project has been a part of the IAEA Coordinated 
Research Programme (CRP) on The Use of Nuclear and 
Nuclear-Related Techniques in the Study of Environmental 
Pollution Associated with Solid Wastes. 

An aerosol composition study was carried out on 25 weekly 
samples collected by low volume sampling from two backgroud 
stations and two impact stations in the vicinity of coal burning 
power plants. Up to 30 elemenLs were determined by INAA 
in the aerosol samples and accuracy of the results was vali
dated by control analyses of simulated aerosol prepared by one 
participant of the CRP and of NBS SRM-1648 Urban Particulate. 

For fly ash composition studies, samples have been collected 
fromcoal-buming power plants and heating stations in order 
that their elemental composition as a function of efficiency 
of mechanical or electrostatic separators or desulphatation 
processes based on using limestone may be studied /I/. 

Leachable forms of a number of elements were studied in 
soils contaminated by sewage sludges from a metallurgic 
plant. Partitioning of the elements was studied by NAA and 
AAS using a multi-step sequential leaching procedure 
designed to divide elements into five fractions /2/. Leaching 
studies on fly ashes from coal burning power plants with 
water, dilute H2SO4. and dilute HNO3 (to simulate normal and 
acid rain) by using NAA and AAS are in progress. 

Publications 
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COLLABORATION OF THE CENTRAL CONTROL LABORATORY 
WITH THE IAEA IN 1990 

Z. Málek 

A new type of a wide range contract NRI/Polytechna -
IAEA was signed on June 15.1990, entitled "Analytical Services 
in Support of IAEA Safeguards Activities". The contract will be 
automatically renewed for each subsequent уеш unless other 
wise decided. 

Under the contract a micromethod for determination of 
Pu (McDonald-Savage) was studied with the aim of its robo-
tizalion; further. 19 samples of UOx were analyzed. 

A 3-month expert activity took place one of CCL engineer 
in the IAEA laboratory SAL with the aim to develop the 
robotizalion of the determination of Pu. 

As a menvTcr of the international network of safe
guards laboratories of the IAEA, the CCL participated in the 
consultants meeting (December 4. 1990 in Viena) of active 
laboratories "NWAL Services and Quality Assurance 
Programme". 

In October 1990. CCL member lectured in a IAEA course 
for new inspectors on the system of accounting for and control 
of nuclear material in the NRI and demonstrated practical 
exercise measurements. 
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PRODUCTION OF RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS 

L. Kronrád, P. Kopecký, К. Kopička, J. Prokop, В. Kopecká, F. Budský, В. Angelis 

The NRI department of radionuclides besides the research 
in this Field realized also a routine production of a number 
of preparations. 

The survey of routinely produced radiopharmaceuticals 
and radionuclides delivered in the time period of 1986-1990 is 
given in Table 1 (in GBq). 

From Table 1. it is evident that most of the preparations 
introduced into routine production before 1986 has reached 
a stabilized value of consumption in Czechoslovakia and has 
served for routine examination methods in clinical njclear 
medicine. New preparations, such as mono- I-iodobro-
i.. .sulphophtaleine. sodium I iodide. In-indium chloride 
and kits for labelling by Tc-technetium, might show a 
significant increase HI the future. 

Beside the routine production a number of preparations 
labelled with iodine readionuclides on the basis of radioio-
dinalion service were prepared and delivered for the use in 
medicine and pharmaceutical research. Methods of labelling 
for MAb-DG-2. MAb-IgG|, derivatives of iodobenzoic 
acid labelled with iodine- "~ I, iodobenzylguanidinc- " I and 

I-iodoamphetamine were developed and the labelled 
preparations repeatedly delivered. 

A new аррагЛиг. for protein "~ I iodination was built with 
heavy duty long life ovens and new electronic regulation. 

The labelling methods developed previously with " I 
for o-iodohippurate and fatty acids have been succesfully 

performed with experimentally produced I. Labelling 
methods have been developed also for iodoamphetaminc, 
iodoantipyrine and I8-iodooctadecanoic acid with the final 
aim to label this substances with *" I. Bio-evaluation of these 
products using lest animals has been performed. 

Studies and development work were carried out on the 
production of F using a water target and also on the production 
of In oxinate for the labelling of blood cells. Special attention 
was given to the quality of In-indium chloride for tbe prepa
ration of In-oxinate. 

To improve the purity of routinely produced Ga-galium 
citrate and In-indium chloride and to increase the efficiency 
of the common solvent extraction processing used a pre-
extraction step was introduced washing-out all fatty impurities 
into CCU. 

Cross sections and production yields of Ga and Ga for 
the Zn(p.xn) reactions were measured in an energy region of 4 
(o 31 MeV/1/. Cross sections have also been measured up to 30 
McV for proton induced nuclear reactions on natural nickel 
targets envisaging their potential use as monitor reactions /2/. 

The extraction technology for the production of Tc from 
Mo with low specific activity used successfully m?jiy years 

in NRI and a corresponding production line manufactured in NRI 
including shielding* cell v/ere transferred to Algeria on a basis 
of the IAEA development program 
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Preparation 

о- I lodohippurate 

о- — I-iodohippuratc 

I Rose bengal 

'Tc-technetium 
113m, 

In-generator 
Mo molybdate 

Ga-galium citrate 

Tl-thalium chloride 

mono- " I-iodobromosulphophtalcin 

sodium "I-iodide 

In-indium chloride 

Trimethyl HIDA kit 

Diagos 1 kit 

DTPA kit 

1986 

434.2 

4.4 

53.9 

11551.3 

29.3 

1477.9 

434.1 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

1987 

456.1 

6.2 

48.6 

11152.8 

26.8 

1723.3 

389.9 

27.7 

18.5 

-
-
-
-
-

1988 

458.3 

3.8 

38.6 

10785.5 

25.3 

2251.6 

268.1 

62.3 

28.8 

144.9 

12.0 

-
-
-

1989 

449.1 

4.5 

40.7 

10161.7 

12.3 

933.9 

276.9 

120.3 

15.7 

106.9 

2.8 

-
-
-

1990 

408.2 

4.6 

37.0 

9061.7 

-
402.3 

264.6 

152.° 

9.6 

64.3 

1.7 

218* 

181 * 

279* 

Table 1. * pieces 
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9.2 

A NEW SIMPLE IODINATION TECHNIQUE 
USED FOR 131I-suIphobromophtalein PRODUCTION 

K. Kopička, L. Kronrád, P. Hradilek, E. Pereszlényiová 

Iodogen (1.3,4.6-tetrachloro-3a .6a -diphenylglycouril) is 
often used for radioiodination of proteins as a very mild agent 
which causes only slight changes of the immunoreactivity and 
biological activity. So far only compounds for non-human 
application have been labelled using this agent. As sulphobro-
mophtalcine / 1 / used in liver diagnostics is very sensitive and 
partly autodestroying during labelling, sterilization, and storage, 
we tried to apply a new simple method based on Iodogen for its 
labelling. 

For a rapid and practically quantitative radioiodination 
filters impregnated witn Iodogen /2, 3/ were used. Sulphobro-
mophlalein was labelled with iodine- I by simple filtration of 
a mixture of an inactive solution of sulphobromophtalein and 

radioactive sodium iodide- I solution through these filters. 
Various parameters as pH of the reaction mixture, buffer 
concentration, sulphobromophtalein concentration, velocity of 
filtration, added volume of Na 1, concentration of Nal 
carrier and the composition of the iodorcne filters were 
changed and their effect on the radiochemical purity, reaction 
yield and stability of the product were studied. 

The production method based on the results of these 
studies allowed to prepare ' I-suIphobromophtalein with 
very high radiochemical purity. Unlike compounds prepared 
by other radioiodination methods the labelled product is so 
stable that its sterilisation liy autoclaving is feasible. 

Publications 
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TECHNOLOGY OF THE 4-iodo-I3II-benzy!guanidine PRODUCTION 

P. Hradilek, K. Kopička, L. Kronrád, E. Pereszlényiová 

On the basis of our previous results /1.21 the production 
technology of the injection solution of 4-iodv- ' I-bcnzylgua-
nidine was realized (Fig. 1). The technology is based on the 
isotopic exchange reaction between inactive 4-iodo-benzylgua-
nidine sulphate and radioactive sodium iodide- I, catalyzed by 
Pd2+ ions. The product is used in nuclear medicine for the 
diagnosis of pheochromocy'oma and neuroblastoma. 

The ap aratus for this production is [laced in a semi-hot cell 
supplied w ih a negative air-pressure system including an abso
lute filler .nd a special filler serving as an iodine trap. The 
scheme of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. 

In 1990 5 batches of the product were prepared to carry out 
the clinical trials. At the enc. of the year the first stage of clinical 
trials was evaluated and the second stage was admitted. 

^ 
CH2-NH-C=NH 

NH3
+ 

S O / 

Fig. 1. Formula of 4-iodobenzylguanidine sulphate 

REACTIC'I 
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RESERVOIR 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of apparatus 
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9.4 

DEVELOPMENT OF LABELLING METHOD FOR PRODUCTION 
OF4-iodo- I-benzylguanidine 

WITH HIGH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

L. Kronrád, P. Hradiiek, K. Kopička, E. Perezslényiová 

4-iodo- ' I-benzylgi.anidine is used not only for diagnostic 
but also for therapeutic purpose (tumor treatment). Dae to its 
slight but not negligible chemical toxicity preparations with 
high specific activity must only be administered. The ?bove 
described technology does not yield products with specific 
activity enabling therapv (tens of MBq/mg). 

The new technology is based on an isotopi; exchange 
reaction catalyzed by Cu ions in water solution at high 
temperatures reached in an autoclave / 1 / . This method was 
developed on a laboratory scale, following the effect of 
concentration of reaction components, pH value, temperature 
and reaction time-on the yield, radiochemical purity and stabi
lity of th~ product. Conditions for a quantitative production 
were found, but the stability of the therapeutic product so fir 
is quite poor (see Tabic I). The literature states that the 

stability of this product is worse than that of other 
iodinated radiopharmaceuticals necessitating a shorter expi
ration term. 

Approx.vol. 
act. 

(MBq/ml) 

50 

300 

purpose 

diagnost. 

therapy 

amount of Г (%) after days elapsed 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

1 

0.5 

8.2 

2 

3.0 

9.5 

3 

4.0 

-

4 

-
17.5 

5 

7.5 

-

Table 1. Comparison of 131I-MIBG stability - the effect of 
volume activity 
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9.5 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW PREPARATION METHOD OF 125I-thyroxine 
WITH HIGH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SUITABLE FOR RIA PURPOSE 

E. Pereszlényiová, P. Hradiiek, K. Kopička, L. Kronrád 

Thyroxine labelled with radioactive isotope *~ I can be 
prepared also by isotopic exchange reaction betweei. non
radioactive thyroxine and radioactive sodium iodide- "I. To 
reach the high specific activity, it is necessary to minimize 
the chemical amount of thyroxine and to increase simulta
neously the input of the radioactivity of sodium iodide-1 I. The 
method enabling to fulfil these conditions is based on the 
oxidation effect of lodogen (l,3,4,6-tenachloro-3 .6 -diphe-
nylglycourile) used for the saturation of nitration paper /1.2/. 

Radioactive thyroxine is obtained by the filtration of a reaction 
mixture, composed of a non-radioactive solution of thyroxine 
and a radioactive solution of sodium iodide- "" I. through this 
special filter/3/. 

The effect of various parameters on the reaction was 
examined, e.g. that of added carrier sodium iodide, Iodogsn. 
ethanol. and thyroxine concentrat. jns in the reaction mixture, on 
the reaction yield, radiochemical purity and stability of the 
product. 
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9.6 

EVALUATION OF OPTIMUM COMPOSITION OF 11 ^n-oxinate 

B. Kopecká, P. Kopecký, N. Šístková 

In-oxine(8-hydroxyquinoline) coi.iolex is widely used in 
nuclear medicine for the labelling of blr, jd cells. To maintain a 
high labelling efficiency and reduce a possible hazard (oxine is 
a neoplastic agent), optimum concentration of oxine in the 

In-oxinaie must be determined experimentally for real 
production conditions, as the level of chemical impurities can 
significantly affect indium complexa'ion. 

In our experience, the 'n-chloride product seems to be the 
main source of important citionic contaminants, ircn and 
. jdmium being the most significant ones. The content of 
cadmium in ?u- In-chloride products varied in a range of 
0.03-0.2 Hg/ml (the mean value 0.1 ug/mll and thai of iron in a 
range of 0.4-1.0 ug/ml (the mean value 0.5 |ig/ml), at the same 
time, the chemical content of indium varieti in a range of 0.002-
0.05 (ig/ml (the mean value 0.02 Hg/ml). Studies were carried 
out on the development of In-oxinate production procedure 
and the determination of the optimum concentration of oxine for 
indium complexation with our In-chloride product. It was 
found that the oxine concentration in the reaction mixture 
containing InCb product in five-fold dilution must be above 
?. x 10'4mol/l(29 Hg/ml) to obtain a high yield of bound '"in. 

The effect of an increased amount of cadmium and iron in 
the preparation en indium chelation was studied to prove the 
proposed oxine concentration in the preparation - 44 ug/ml - *o 
be safe enough. The results indicate that at this concentration of 
oxine satisfactory chelation of In is maintained in the whole 
possible concentration region of those impunities. The decrease 
in the yi.-ld of complexed In was not observed below the 
concentrations 5 p.g Fe/ml or 7 u.g Cd/ml. 

Bio-evaluation has also been performed and high efficiency 
of the labelling of blood cells has been obtained. 

To distinguish uncomplexed and complexed indium, a new 
method of paper chromatography was adopted based on the use 
of 3 x 10 mol/1 oxine solution in ethanol as a solvent system. 
Unco nplcxed indium under the conditions of our samples 
(neuiral pH) practically completely (95%) remains at the 
starting point, whereas In-oxinate moves with e solvent 
front. Decomposition of In-oxine complex has not been 
observed in chromatographic experiments up to 2x10" mol/1 
oxine concentration in the solvent system. 
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EVALUATION OF NEUTRAL DIALKOXY DITHIOPHOSPHATE 
COMPLEXES OF 201T1 AS MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION TRACERS 

P. Kopecký, A. Rýdl, В. Kopecká (in cooperation with P. Švihovcová and K. Bakos from 
the Institute of Biophysics, Prague) 

An important property of Tl for myocardial perfusion 
imaging is its redistribution that enable to differentiate viable 
from nonviable myocardium. Rapid redistribution of thallous 
ion, hovever, creates difficulties in the timing of early images 
and causes delayed studies to suffer from poor target-to-
background ratios. A myocardial perfusion igent having lower 
rate of initial myocardial activity wash-jut might thus be of 
advantage. 

Our recent studies on fl-dialkoxy-uithiophosphates in 
animals have shown that these lipophilic chelates exhibit high 
affinity for myocardium, characterized by rapid myocardial 
uptake and prolonged retention. The agents are conveniently 
prepared by adding Tl-chloride preparation to a weighed 
amount of the respective ammonium dithiophosphate salt. 
Ten Tl-dithiophosphatt agents (ethyl.propyl.butyl.amyl deri
vatives) have been evaluated after i.v. administration in rats. All 
of them exhibited good or excellent myocardial uptake and 
retention, rapid blood clearance and low accumulation in 
lungs, spleen and liver. Representative biodistribution data for 

Tl-diisopropyl-dithiophosphate (D1PDP) are given below. 

201T1-DIPDP complex in rat {% dose/organ,n=5, rr=8-15%) 

min 

blood 

heart 

lung 

liver 

hrt/blood 

hrt/Iung 

hrt/liver 

1 

4.12 

2.15 

5.30 

7.11 

10.83 

0.79 

4.42 

5 

1.23 

2.11 

1.80 

9.37 

35.63 

2.21 

3.34 

30 

0.91 

2.58 

0.65 

7 . J 3 

58.46 

6.92 

4.95 

60 

0.59 

2.76 

0.74 

6.21 

97.77 

6.86 

6.43 

120 

0.84 

2.34 

0.70 

4.08 

62.10 

7.18 

8.38 

Table 1. 

In comparison with ^'Tl-chloride, administration of W,T\-
dithiophosphate leads up to manyfold higher heart-to-organ 
ratios. With a gamma camera myocardium remains clearly 
visible several hours after the administration. 
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С ATIONICISONITRILE COMPLEXES OF technetium-99m III 
FOR MYOCARDIAL DIAGNOSTICS 

F. Budský, J. Prokop, В. Angelis 

Through several radionuclides (e.g. K+, ^ b + , Tl+ and 
I or ' I in the form of a variety of iodinated fatty acids) were 

tested for the use in the diagnostics of myocardial infarction 
and Tl reached a wide-spread clinical use, the search for new 
compounds labelled with Tc continued. In recent years in 
has been shouwn that Tc complexes with isonitrile and 
isonitrile derivatives show a significant uptake in the 
myocardium. The one that has shown the most promising 
properties and mat is now in the centre of interest is 2-metoxy-
methylpropylisonitrile (MIBT). 

We prepared several isonitriles in our laboratory. For the 
synthesis ofMIBI we used a series of reactions shown in the 
Scheme. It must be noted that even very small amounts of water 
and/or NaOH in the reation mixture in step 2 can diminish the 
yield almost to zero. 

All isonitriles яге lipophilic compounds verv scarcely 
soluble in water and therefore labellilng with Tc was 
performed originally by heating isonitrile (described for tert-

butylisonitrile), Tc04-and a reducing agent in a 1:1 mixtu
re of clhanol and 0.9 % NaCl. Recently it was suggested to 
utilize reformed adducts of isonitrile with some non-radioactive 
metals (e.g. Си*) which can be freeze-dried together with other 
components to make kits for labelling. 

We studied another approach to labelling isonitriles 
(and possibly other lipophilic compounds) with ' ""Тс in 
aqueous medium yielding the I belled agents in a more accept
able pharmaceutical form. An appropriate isonitrile is 
dissolved in a mixture of phosphate buffer (pH=7.0-7.6), 
deoxycholic acid and a reducing agent (sodium dithionite and/or 
weak chelate of of Sn/lV such as tartrate). The solution is 
divided into rubbercaped vials and freeze-dried. Labelling is 
then carried out by adding 9 9 mTc04- in a 0.9% NaCl solution, 
followed by heating the vial for 10-15 minutes at 90-100oC. 
After cooling the preparation is ready for use. Its radiochemical 
purity determined by paper chromatography (n-propanol-water-
25% NH4OH, 90:8:2) is better than 95%. 

Schems: The synthesis of 2-methyI-2-metoxypropyIisonitrile 
Step No. 

l.CH.iCOCH.i + C H O 
KOH (powder) 

-20°C 

СНз 
V / OH 

СНз / N CCb 

2.1 + CHjONa 
abs. CH3OH 

35°C 

С Н з \ / OCH3 

CHj / N COOCH3 

3. II + NHj NH3 
CH3OH 

С Н з ч / ОСНз 
С 

C H j ' / Ч CONH2 

4. Ill + H2 
LiAIRi 

tetrahydrofuran 

СНз \ / OCH} 

СНз / \ CH2NH2 

5. IV + CHCI.1 CH2Cl2.50%NaOH(l: 1) 
transit, catalyst 

СНз x у ОСНз 

СНз / X CFh N=C 

Transit catalyst: Tricthylbcnzylammonium chloride 
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9.8 

I — 1,1,1 -trichlor-2-methylbutane-2-ol/chloretone/ 
П — methylester 2-metoxy-isobutyňc acid 
III — amide 2-metoxy-isobutytic acid 
IV — 2-r,ethoxy-2-methylpropylamine 
V — 2-metoxy-2-methyIprAnylisonitrile 

/metoxyisobutylisonitiilc-MIBI/ 
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10 

SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS 

I. Hart! 

In the field of uV developmnct and preparation of high-
purity germanium, special attention has been paid to the techno
logy of monocrystal purification by means of zone melting. An 
equipment was put into operation for this purpose, and the 
effect of different technologies of zone melting was studied on 
the purity of germanium samples. Together with this deve
lopment, final phases were carried out of the construction 
of a helium laboratory that is of vital significance for reaching 
high purity in Ge monocrystab 1)1. The basic phase of the 
laboratory was completed - the back loop for gaseous helium 
transport into liquid helium l.quefier and the apparatus was 
being finished for Hall effect determination at temperatures 
down to the temperature of liquid helium with automatic control 
by a computer/Fig. 1/. At the same time, reconstruction as well 
as launching continued of ti.e PTIS equipment dcr.tined for 
determining admixture type in samples of high-purity germa
nium. 

For special high-purity germanium detectors, some types 
of contacts were prepared by means of ion implantation techni
que. 

A special fast system unit was developed with bent detector 
axis /Fig. 2/ that is destined for fast RF analysers with tube 
exciting developed in URVJT, Košice /2/. On the basis of an 
IAEA, Vienna order, a special fast system was prepared for RF 
analysis with passivated Si/Li detector /3/ for opeation in 
tropical environment. 

In 1990, 31 units with semiconductor detecUrs were produ
ced with a total price by 120 000 US $. 

Fig. 1. Apparatus for Hall effect determination Fig. 2. Special unit for fast RF analyser 
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11.1 

THE APPLICATION OF THE RADIOMETRIC EMANATION METHOD 
(REM) 

V. Balek 

The changes in the hydraulic reactivities of the inorganic 
binders (calcium silicated, calciur.i aluminates, Portland 
cement) caused by the presence of components, such as boric 
acid, citric acid in radwastes. are assessed by means of REM. 
REM makes a possible to indicate the morphology changes 
of the hydrated products of cement caused by lechnologic.il 
conditions of solidification. REM is suitable for the opti
mization of the technological conditions of the cementation of 
radwaste. (The process ofradwastc vitrification was te -dby 
means of this method earlier). 

In the collaboration with the State Institute for Glass Re
search, Hradec Králové, and the Institute of Glass Technology, 
Trenčín REM was applied to the determination of thermal 
•ehaviour of sol gel processed silica of different chemical 

history, prepared as a thin film covering. The REM results were 
compared with that of traditional methods, e.g. thermogra-
vimetry, DTA. 

The selected samples of high-tech ceramics were measured 
by means of REM with the aim to obtain additional informa
tion on the morphology changes during heating. 
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11.2 

NEW INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES 

J. Rozum 

5. — A capsule for irradiation of samples for metallurgical 
tests (CT, 1/2 CT, impact tests). 

6. — A device for the loading of samples 1 /2 CT (low-cycle 
fatique). 

Parameters: a) variable number of cycles per minute 
b) demineralized water, max. temperature: 
350°C 
c) pressure : 18.7 MPa 
d) loading force: 8 kN 

Crack growth is observed. 

7. — Equipment for neutron boron capture therapy. 
8. — Heat treatment of castings of primary circuit pumps of 

the LVP-15 reactor performed for obtaining corrosion 
resistance of pumps in demineralized water. 

Devices number 1,3.6 are equipped with electronically 
operated control units developed for this purpose only. 

The below-mentioned instruments and devices have been 
developed in the machine designing department, the electro
nics designing department and the department of production 
technology and produced in the mechanical workshops. 

1. — Tc extraction generator destined for CDTN Algiers. 
For the Tc generator assembly the following devices 
were developed: 

— an ampoule breaker (dimensions of the ampoule : d 
= 20 mm. I = 70 mm); 

— an aluminium capsule trimming device (dimensions 
of the capsule: d = 28 mm. 1 = 80 mm); 

— instruments for handling radioactive materials. 
2. — A device for cutting-off chains of samples for 

metallurgical tests. 
3. — A biluminization device for radioactive waste 

treatment. 
4. — A device for experiments with Cf source (diameter of 

the sphere filled with heavy water : 300 mm). 
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

M. Rabíňáková 

The department of scientific and technical information, 
which includes three groups of workers (information scientists, 
librarians and printers), provides the following services: 

Documentation and information retrieval, translations, 
keeping records of publication activity of NRI research workers, 
consultations. The library currently gets 190 titles from abroad 
and 130 titles of Czech journals and papers. The library holds 
total 77000 monographs and bound journals, 41172 offprints and 
8540 reports. 

Publications are exchanged with many organizations abroad. 
The number of book-loans in a year is about IO 000. Data from 
the library catalogues are now processed on a PC in order to allow 
NP.I users to get on-line information through their terminals 

In the printing shop. Institute's publications (reports, confe
rence papers, preprints, PhD. theses, etc.) are printed using 
reprographic and offset technologies. Among other publications, 
the quarterly scientific journal Nucleon, Annual Reports, 
Annual Lists of Publication and Lists of Recent Accessions (6 
times a year) are issued. 
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